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•'We must not form our
opinion of men as of a picture or
a piece of sculpture, by one and
the first view; there is an inward depth and a heart, which
we must fathom; the veil of
modesty hangs over merit,and
the mask of hyprocrisy conceals
malignity. There are only a few
judges able to distinguish what
is real and who have a right to
give an opinion." Jean de La
Bruyere.
We have always thought that
one of the principal needs of a
person as he grows older is
exercise. Folks get baggy for no
reason other than the need for
some muscle toning. This does
not include, of course, the
person who continues to eat as
though he were sixteen, but
leaves off the exercise that he
went through when he was that
age. The only result of such a
fotitine of course is, added
weight.

New York, N.Y.—John Mack
Carter has been elected to the
Board of Directors of the
Bartell Media Corporation, it
was announced today by Albert
S. Traina, president of Bartell.
Carter was elected president
and'Chid"operating officer of
Downe Communications, Inc.,
in February. He had been
president of Downe Publishing,
Inc., the magazine subsidiary of
Downe Communications, and a
vice president of the parent
company. Carter
has been
editor of Ladies' Home Journal
since 1965 . The magazine was
acquired by Downe in 1968.
Prior
to
his
Downe
association, Carter was editor
of McCall's and a vice president
of The McCall Corporation. He
was previously editor of
American Home.
A native of Murray, Carter
holds a master's degree from

_FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Walter "Dee" HudWeston and Republican Louie
B. Nunn are favored to win
nomination in Tuesday's .U.S.
Senate primaries white John B.
Breckinridge is expected to win
'the only congressional primary
where an incumbent is not running.
In the First Congressional
MRS. PEGGY HULL, fourth from left and formerly of 11011Pray, was one of several
persons District, U.S. Representative
receiving awards at a recent meeting of the Kentucky Asaiseiadon for Retarded
Children in race, incumbent Frank Albert
Lexington. The others shown are, from left: John Hardin III, state representative from
Christian Stubblefield of Murray is opCounty; Larry Hopkins, representative from Fayette County; Mn.Earlene Prokopee,
a senior at posed by Paducahan Kenneth
Berea College who received the KARC organizational award on behalf of the college's
People Who Burkhart and Charles Tandy of
Care group; Mrs. Hull, who was named special education teacher of the year. and
Prank P. Central
City,
for
the
Fiacalone of Louisville, who received the outstanding service award.
Democratic nomination.

Several accidents have been
reported by the Murray Police
Department over the weekend.
One person was injured in an
accident on 12th Street at 11:53
a.m. Friday.
Dorothy Ritchinson Sheeks,
driving a 1963 two-door hardtop,
sustained injuries to the neck
when her car collided with a

Well, after plowing through
all that verbacity, we work like
it is song out of style over the
weekend and we wake up with
more sore muscles that we even
knew we had. Since we had
'worked so much, it upped our
appetite so last night we put a
couple of steaks on Gassy's grill
and they tasted downright
sinful. Wife fixed a couple of big
John Mack Carter
baked potatoes that were hot as
all get out. We firmly believe the University of Missouri. He
that nothing holds the heat like received their Honor Award for
a baked potato.
Distinguished Service in
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Key of 2701
Journalism in 1970.
We enjoyed this repast out in
Carter is the son of Mrs. W.Z. Goodman Street, Paducah,
the backyard with a glass of Carter and the twin brother of attended the graduation of
cold milk and ruminated on the Mrs. Johnny Reagan, both of their son, Lowell Danny Key, on
goodness of life in general. We Murray. He is a former em- Saturday, May 13, at Lexington.
know there are a lot of bad parts ployee of the Ledger & Times
Key was awarded the degree
to life, but when you eat a good and attended Murray State of Juris Doctor in Law from the
steak and a baked potato, you University. He received his University of Kentucky at
only think of the good things.
degree from the University of special graduation exercises for
the College of Law. He and
Missouri.
IT was about 80 yesterday and
Carter is on the Board of other members of the class
the Robin in the little Hickory
Directors of the Christian received degree certificates
was
warm. She perched on Church Foundation and the from Dean Robert G. Lawson of
the side of the nest because American Cancer Society. He is the U.K. Law School in the
some-Ong iiis-Wof her tolner 44 and lives with his wife and _Memorial _Sall:
the eggs she is sitting on were their two children in Bronxville,
Following the graduation
getting warm enough. Her New York.
exercises the graduates and
sister in the twin Post Oak was
Bartell Media Corporation is their guests attended
a
doing the same thing. These two an American Stock Exchange reception in the Student Lounge
nests of eggs should hatch out company which publishes and of the .Law Building.
soon and at about the same distributes magazines, hardKey is the grandson of Mr.
time.
bound books and trade and Mrs. Emmet Erwin of
periodicals. It also distributes Murray Route Four and Mr.
Lot of nice folks over at the paperback books and owns and and Mrs. One Key of Hazel
house Saturday night after the operates radio stations.
Route One.
Shrine Club meeting. Good
fellowship and conversation.

Lowell Danny Key
Awarded Doctor Of
Law At Lexington
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MOSCOW (AP) — More than
100,000 Muscovites turned out
toctay to see President Nixon as
he drove to the Kremlin to
start a week's session of summitry, tackling many of the
problems dividing the world's
.two most powerful nations.
The airport scene was cool.
correct and official. But
Muscovites knew Nixon was
coming and they turned out on
the motorcade route. The
crowds were mainly silent as
the official limousines zipped
past. In some places people
were standing shoulder to
shoulder, several ranks deep.
That was a contrast to the reception Nixon received three
months ago in Peking. There no
crowds lined the streets and the
airport greeting was unusually
subdued.
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ATTEND CONVENTION
Mr and Mrs. J. Raymond
Jones attended the State Letter
carriers Convention in Ashland
last week. Jones is an employee
of the Murray Postoffice.

The Weather

Y

reasurer*
*4**

Jackson Purchase
Mostly sunny and warmer today and Tuesday. Highs in the
mid to upper 813s. Fair and mild
tonight. Lows in the mid to upper 50s, Wednesday cloudy with
chance of showers.
Kentucky
Extended Outlook Wednesday
through Friday
Scattered showers or thundershowers Wednesday and Thursday. Mostly cloudy and cooler
Friday. Lows during period
mostly in 60s. Highs Wednesday
and Thursday in 80s. Highs Friday .mostly in 7eer.

1966 four-door station wagon
driven by Bessie Bailey Dunn of
Hazel. Both cars were going
south on 12th when the accident
occurred, according to police
reports.
The Dunn car was damaged
on the right front, and the
Sheeks vehicle was damaged to
the left rear.
At 5:38 p.m. Friday, another
two-car accident occurred at
the intersection of Vine and 13th
Streets.
Cars involved were a 1966
four-door sedan, driven by
Richard Earl Edwards and
owned by Donald Edwards, 1307
Vine; and a 1962 four-door
sedan, driven by Virginia
Thompson Henry, 100 Spruce,
according to police reports.
Police reports said that the
Edwards car was going west on
Vine and the Henry car was
going south of 13th when the
collision occurred.
The Edwards car was
damaged on the right side, back
door, and rear fender. The
Henry vehicle was damaged on
the front end, according to the
police reports_
At 9:47 a.m. Saturday,
another collision occured at the
intersection of 12th and
SycaMore.
Cars involved were a 1969
two-door sedan, driven by
Brenda Colson Boyd, 1631
Farmer, and a 1970 twe-ton
(Continued on Page Twelve)

100,000 Greet President
Nixon on Way to Kremlin

TREATED AT HOSPITAL
Elsie Parker of Murray Route
Seven was treated for injuries
of the neck and chest at the
emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Saturday at two p.m. She was
reported injured
in
an
autotnobile accident.

4

QUILL & SCROLL
Karen McClure has been
selected to the Murray High
Sc,hao)
& .Scroll
organization. Her 'name was
omitted in a story in last a
F'riday's Ledger & Times.
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Huddleston, Nunn
Favored In Senate
Primaries Tuesday

Five Accidents Reported Mrs. Hull
By Police Over Weekend Selected
For Award

If the intake of food Is reduced
as one gets older, then muscle
toning will keep him in fairly
decent shape. In other words
probably the food intake should
be geared in some way with the
activity of the individual.

ces
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Carter Named
To Board Of
Corporation

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
41('

In Our 93rd Year

Mrs. Peggy Hull, head
teacher at the Blue Grass
School, Lexington, and State
Sen. C. Gibson Downing were
among those recieving special
recognition from the Kentucky
Association for Retarded
Children during an awards
luncheon recently in Lexington.
Mrs. Hull, who is married to
David Carman Hull,formerly of
Murray, was named special
education teacher of the year,
while Senator Downing, along
with Rep. John Hardin of
Hopkinsville, were given
special recognition for the work
he had done in getting the
KARC legislative package
through the recent session of the
General Assembly.
In presenting the award to
Mrs. Hull, Mrs. Billie Downing.
president of the association and
an associate professor in the
Department of Special
Education at Murray State
University, cited Mrs. Hull's
belief that every child can
learn. •
a teacher assumes
personal responsibility for
understanding and assessing
individual student's functioning
and, in turn, developing
prescriptive teaching
techniques that can serve as a
bridge to communication and
learning ultimately enhancing
the child's level of performance."
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Huddleston, an Elizabethtown
radio executive and state senator, wound up his low-key campaign at Louisville with a verbal blast at Republican "fat
cats," ignoring his four Democratic rivals.
Across the street, Sandy
Hockensmith of Frankfort, the
only contender speaking consistently against Huddleston,
held a sparsely-attended rally.
The GOP race, also with five
competiting, has been more
spirited than the Democratic
version all along.
W. Howard Clay, a Louisville
iattorney who frequently cites
his votes against utility rate
raises while a member of the
Public Service Commission,
suggested in a news conference
that South Central Bell Telephone Co. has been harassing
him by demanding advance
payment of bills, and that
something is amiss regarding

Beautician
Develops
Dispenser
Mrs. Marvin Elam, owner of
the Town and Country Beauty
Salon in Hardin, has developed
and patented an invention to aid
in a process common to most
beauty shop operators.
Mrs. Elam has invented a
dispenser-container for paper
such as used by beauticians in
salons for permanent waving. A
stack of paper is inserted in the
holder and the spring-mounted
bottom plate bears upward.

his phone he claims might have
been tapped.
The expected runnerup, Robert Gable of Stearns, has been
lambasting Nunn continually,
calling him a dictator and obstacle to party unity.
Nunn has been concentrating
on organizational work which,
added to his better known
name, is expected to tide him

over in a light turnout.
In six congressional districts
the four Democratic and two
Republican incumbents are almost certain to win their primaries, and they foresee no
real trouble in November.
The 6th -Bluegrass" District
features a wider open race. The
Democratic incumbent died last
year and his temporary successor has declined to run for a
full term.
Into the breach stepped John
Breckinri
. dge a Lexington lawyer with a hallowed Kentucky
name and state exposure over
the past 15 years as attorney
,
Mtss Doris Marianne Schultz, general and unsuecessful candi1405'1 Main, is a candidate for date for lieutenant governor.
The combination, along with
the Doctor of Philosophy degree
from Rutgers State University his Lexington residence, seems
too much for rivals Thomas
in New Jersey.
Miss Schultz is presently Ward of Versailles and State
employed in the German Rep. Philip King of Covington
Department as Assistant to overcome, though Ward in
Professor at Murray State particular. has.painted Breckinridge as a rigid, aging estabUniversity.
The title of Miss Schultz's lishment figure.
Fayette County, with onedissertation is "Daniel Casper.
von Lqhensteins 'Sophonisbe'- third of the votes in the diseine Gesantdentung."
(Continued on Page Twelve)
According to a statement
received from the university,
this dissertation represents the
"first and only complete
analysis of the major drama of
the important 17th century
Joe Dick, president of the
dramatist. A through study has Bank
of Murray, has sucbeen undertaken of the French, cessfully
completed the thirItalian, and Dutch Renaissance teenth
annual seminar for
influences on the play. The senior
bank officers sponsored
author has made a painstaking by the
Independent Bankers
effort to bring out the Baroque
Association of America.
attitudes and values inherent in
The seminar was held at the
the play. Moreover, those
characteristics which Lohen- Harvard Graduate School of
stein's century had in common Business Administration in
Boston, May 14-20.
with ours are
carefully
The seminar offered a week
elicited so as to relate our
time with his. This is done by of lectures on practical banking
drawing parallels between the subjects and group analysis of
people represented in the early acutal case studies of bank
piece of literature and the management.
The seminar is the only
people in contemporary times."
American banking school
Miss Schultz obtained her
planned primarily for the
B.A. degree from Ohio State
executive officers of banks. It is
University and Master of
directed by Dr. Charles M.
Philosophy
degree
from Williams, professor
of comRutgers.
mercial banking.
,

Murray State Staff
Member Is Awarded
Philosophy Degree

Joe Dick Completes
Seminar At Harvard

•

With the cover closed, a slide
arm extends from the top. Inside, the arm presses against
the top sheet with a roughened
surface gripping the paper. The
user moves the slide arm on top
and a single sheet is ejected
through an opening on the side
The Murray Sub-District of the container.
meeting of the United Methodist
Mrs. Elam develbped her
invention in Hardin and is now
Agreements on, arms lirnitas,
r American president to visit Youth Fellowship will be held
Lions, trade, and cooperation in Moscow, stepped from his blue Wednesday, May 24, at seven
negotiating for production and
outer space are expected to and silvet jet. Protocol did not p.m. at the Independence marketing rights with the
emerge from this first official require Brezhnev's presence. Methodist Church.
assisignce of the Raymond Lee
Miss Pam Dortch of the Organization of New York, a
visit to Moscow by an-Mneri- altiCe fie Nadi- AU Atte'eiecti
Martin's Chapel, President, company which specializes in
can president.
tive post.
Communist party chief LeonNixon emerged hatless frmli said the program will include introducing inventions such as
id I. Brezhnev, the country's the presidential jet, smiled and the installation of new officers the one by Mrs. Elam.
No. 1 man, was not at the air- descended the ramp to shaio. for the coming year.
Mrs. Elam has operated the
New officers are Miss Karen Town and Country Beauty Shop
port when Nixon, the first hands with President
Nikola) V
Johnson, Kirksey, president; in Hardin for the past tfu-ee
Podgorny and Premier Ilesei
Bob Hargrove, Coldwater, vice- years. She is formerly from
N. Kosygin, who led a
president; Miss Sherry Haley, Union City, Tennessee.
Mrs.
welcoming party.
Dexter-Hardin, secretary; Paul Elam has been a beautician
for
Mrs. Nixon, dressed in
Ross Jones, Kirksey, treasurer; 23 years.
suit, was at the President's
Miss Debbie Lee, Dexter"We never had anything to
The Senior Women Citizens of side.
Afterward, Nixon and Hardin, publieity.
put the
the end papers) in, so
the Hazel community will be Podgorny inspected detach '"It
Counselors are Mr. and Mrs. I invented something
," she
honored with a luncheon by of crack Soviet troops.
Euel D. Burkeen of In- said.
members of the Hazel Woman's
Nixon looked fresh and
dependence and Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Elam said that the inClub on Saturday, May 27, at the tive as he stood beside
Broach of Coldwater. Rev. Joe vention is
also patented in
ny.
Hazel Baptist Church.
Skelton, pastoral counselor, Switzerl
and. She has sales
Following the luncheon, a
The President and Mr
urges all youth of the district to letters
to over 100 manufacfellowship hour will be held on then passed through
attend the meeting on Wed- turers.
So far, bids have been
with the members renewing old ceiving line of Soviet offr
nesday.
received from two manufacmemories with friends.
smiling and shaking handturers on the production of the
PROM QUEEN—Melissa Gilbert, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Transportation
will , be
FREE FOR PETS
(Continued on Page Tw e !
machine.
Forrest Gilbert. was named the 1972 Murray High Prom Queen at
available by the women calling
Two
large
kittens,
any member of the club.
the annual junior-senior prom held Friday night at the Student
MALE K!TYE\
housebroken, are free to perBEAGLE PUPPIES
. '
,loan Ballroom. Cindy Colson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
Reservations should be made
Male kitten is free to
sons for pets. Phone 753-3984
Beagle puppies areVree to
Colson and 1971 Prom Queen crowned !Was Gilbert as the new
with a club member by Thur- for pet. For informatr
after five p.m. or see at the persons for pets. Phone 489-2659
quern.
sday, May 25.
.
Rupert Phillips 436-244:,
home of Mabel Pullen.
for further information.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Luncheon Planned
By The Hazel Club

Youth Fellowship
Plans Meeting At
Independence Church
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Good years
for homes
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIIDGER sti TIM= nut
: Mrs. George Wallis of Memphis, Tenn., sister-inw of Mrs. Marvin Fulton and Jesse Wallis, died in
ackson, Tenn.
t The Murray Municipal Housing Commission
ppened bids on 62 low rental housing units today and
the bid of 6599,400 by Hardaway Construction
company of Nashville, Tenn., was low.
L Holmes Ellis, on a five weeks tour of European
tiations;in a letter from Bremen, Germany, comments on the strong economy evidenced and the use
bY dark fired tobacco there.
f- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight announce the
imgagement of their daughter, Georgia Carole, to
rtaphael Delano Douglass of Karnak, Ill.
.•

fr

Ago Today
Fa' 0 Years
amass•*nos sus ,

t

A,
'
nW.H. Patterson, age 61, died May 20 at his home,
112 Sycamore Street. The new Cumberland River bridge in Lyon County
U.S. Highway 641 will be formally didicated by
Pilate officials on May 26.
Cpl. William Earl Kirkland of Fort/Cnox was the
Weekend guest of his wife and his parents, Mr. and
Wrs. W.F. Kirkland.
I; Donna Knight, Ann Barnett, Carolyn Carraway,
*.etty
1
Ann Nix, Sandra Lancaster, Nancy Patker,
;Patsy Shackelford, Dolma- Tuck, Patsy Buchanan,
d Carolyn Williams are new officers of the FHA
apter at Murray High School:
-

i
p

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the people asked him, saying, What shall we
7do?—Luke 3:10.
• Too many of us travel life's highway aimlessly.
'"Trust in the Lord, and He shall direct thy paths."

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Roblet Jr.

Plato observed that the rich have many con- solations. Mostly money, I would say—plus time to
icount it, leisure to spend it and the guts to scheme,
ikick,scratch, bite and die to avoid taxes and keep it.
"To be though rich is as good
as to be rich."
—W.M. Thackeray

t

'Art Fleming hates
to stay in one place

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
[. HOLLYWOOD UPI -,-Art Fleming, the happy host of the
'daytime game show "Jeopardy." is a free spirit who lives in
''Manhattan and loves it while doing as much globetrotting on the
Quide as time will allow.
Separated from his wife, Fleming, who was educated at Cornell
;and Colgate Universities, lives on East 84th Street in•3-1/2-room
ent with a terrace providing one of the best views in New
rktTity.
A native of the big city. Fleming spends hours on his terrace
\looking out toward,Connecticin on one side and New Jersey qp the
r.
n lit especially enjoyn the view northward. He keeps•a dotage
'cabin cruises near North Pelham. It has twin engines.sleeps*ht.
.has two showers and an- all electric kitchen.
He glides around Long Island Sound in his cruiserend hopes to
• take it to Canada and the Great Lakes before fall sets in.
If Fleming has a cosmopolitan .ait about him, he came by it
'-honestly. He has visited five continents, is an aviator. ama
historian and altogether familiar with show business. His parents
were the well-known European dance team. Mamie and Guido
‘'oF azz'n
'•
• "I
travel so much 1 don't feel cooped up in the city." Fleming
Nsays."When I can put four or five days together I fly to the Virgin
Islands anti scuba dive on the reels."
Fleming has his own scuba equipment and breaks up the long
hwinter months with three or four trips So warmer climes.
- .o
Flexible schedule
His schedule on the NBC game show is flexible enough to afford
%'him an unfettered life.
Now in its ninth year, "Jeopardy" has yet to go on the air
. without Fleming at the helm. He's taped almost 2,100 shows
without missing once. The show is taped on Thursday and Frideys
three shows each day.
On special occasions the network has allowed Fleming to tope as
many as a dozen shows in one week. Taping time is from 11 a.m.
'until 2:30 p.m.
The show plays to a different audience each time out in studio 8.G of Rockefeller Center, a long taxi drive from An's home on the
-; East Side.
Fleming is. deacon at Marble Collegiate Church, the oldest
Protestant church with a continuous ministry in the United States.
Fleming attends church regularly and has been instrumental in
, helping_ establish a "help line" telephone ministry to eery?,people
in trouble.
• At his apartment Fleming is. in his own words. "a 144'old
✓ co4er.
He does- all the cooking and cleaning himself. He has furnished
his quarters with heavy English antiques and'a few old oak
American pieces. He entertains couples and friends at dinner
parties, often fixing pot roast with broccoli.
"Look," Fleming says,"life is so short it's a tragedy not to enjoy
every moment of it. Believe me,I imjoy every-moment."
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Mt en AY, KENTUCKY

SENSING
THE NEWS

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK IL/P11 There
are "vintage years" for
eXECUTIVI VICE PRESIDENT
housing as for fine wines and
an understanding of 'the
Southern States Industrial Council
concept can pay off in housing
pleasure as it does in gustatory
delight.
UNIONS VS. THE PEOPLE
'There are years of "great
The battle between the railway unions and the British Railways
excellence" in various phases
of home building, and there Board earlier this spring is of interest on this side of the Atlantic
'now
are other
years
when because it resulted in a triumph of law over union arrogance.
prevailing economic conditions
The initial issue in the dispute was one of wages, with the
created specific advert* effects government agreeging to a 12-s per cent increase and the unions
in housing, says Kenneth Berg demanding 16 percent. But the conflict soon widened
into a
of Berg Enterprises, real estate
struggle over the recently enacted National Industrial Relations
and
mortgage
banking Act. For decades, British unions have been free of any significant
organization with offices in
New Jersey, Florida and restraining authority. Since the end of World War II, union bosses
have pretty much had their way, forcing through wage increase
Arizona.
During the 1920s, Berg while curbing productivity. On several occasions, in the arrogant
said, particularly in the 1924- exercise of union power., the unions almost crippled the United
28 period; homes were con- Kingdom, most recently in the coal miners' strike which
structed by master craftsmen d arkened much of the island.
with the best materials
But Britain's Conservative government wisely rerognisediliat"
available. They were intended
literally to last a century. They the super-government of union bosses had become intolerable.
feature large rooms, dramatic After a difficult struggle, it obtained parliamentary approval of
high ceilings and unusually an Industrial Relations Act. And when the railway workers atspacious basements. Even tempted to thwart operation of the railways, the National Intoday these basement areas dustrial Relation Court imposed heavy fines on the Transport and
offer limitless possibilities for General Workers' Union. Unionists hoped to sabotage
the law and
room additions, recreation and the court, and the
public issue in the strike became one of substudy centers.
mission of the trade unions to the rule of law in a free society.
Vito/
"Periodically," Berg said,
In this important test case, the rule of law prevailed. Or"when these homes are placed
on the market, they represent tunately, the public was on the side of the law. The -unions
first class market value for the seriously antagonized Britons who depend on the railways for
family
interested
in transportation to and from work. Locomotive drivers who
remodeling an ()icier home to refused to take their engines out of stations were set upon by irate
fit their own living habits, likes commuters. Commenting on this outpouring of public
indignation
and dislikes."
against the unions, a columnist for The Times of London said: "It
Although the period from shows, among
other things, how the trade unions have come to
GEE, D.ekb
'
..
1929 to 1940 was a time of
depressed economics in the stink in the nostrils of the victims of their economic blackmail,
United States, those homes who are mainly their fellow workers."
EXTRAORDINARY LETTER
These developments in Great Britain are of more than
which were built represent
good quality with emphasis on academic interest, for union interference with the lives of orworkmanship. This, the dinary people in a gravi issue in the United States. If anything,
realtor said, is traceable to the the problem is worse in the USA,for American unions are corrupt
fact employment was at a and hoodlum-dorninated to an extent unknown in Britain.
The extraordinary letter .sent by it through anti=war demonstrations
premium and, craftsmen paid Moreover, the U.S. has extensive federal law on the books
the Viet Cons foreign minister to and the rise and fall of debate on
meticulous attention to detail relating to labor disputes, but the law is grossly biased in favor of
as a means of insuring their the unions.
members of the U.S. Conkress Vietnam.
AIL
should remove any doubt that the
Prof. C.P. Ives, writing in Modern Age this spring, noted that
They used the offer of negotiations
The United States entered
Communists have picked .1972 for a to gate a bombing halt in 191111, and
the rule of the American labor union bosses "rests wholly on
World W
ll in 194 1
direct invasion of the America since then have played cat-andfrom thenarthrough the endanot preferential legislation and adjudication through three decades."
the war in 1945, there was They obstruct, disrupt and paralyze industries and communities
political process just as surely as mouse with our delegation drawn to
virtually no building activity in without the slightest thought forTh public interest or community
they have picked this year for a do- Paris by the lure of-peace and the
new housing. Only special welfare. They disrupt the public peace, deny essential services to
or-die military sweep into South hint of release of our prisoners of
"wartime" homes were built to the public, and work against higher productivity.
Vietnam.
house defense plant workers
war. Now, when they needed only
In a small country such as Great Britain, the public quickly
and other,apacW grou
Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh deserves stand quietly by and await the total
the extent of union disruption. Because the United States is
From early 1946 through" so big and its economic life so varied, the public doesn't
precisely the sharp rebuke which withdrawal of our troops, they
always
1950, Berg said, the nation get a clear image of union disruptive activity.
her flagrant breach of international elected to launch a full-scale invaexperienced a general housing
Consider the situation involving
Chavez' Farm Workers
propriety has received from the sion of South Vietnam in the hope of
shortage as returning veterans Union in Florida where the targetsCesar
are workers in the citrus and
flooded thenhousing market.
White House. It is members of Con- humiliating The Americans on the
industries.
Homes built during this sugar cane
gress themselves, however, who vie of our national elections.
Chavez' union has been engaged in a campaign of harassment.
period, he said, were planned
should rise in a body to express their
more in terms of shelter than For example, it threatened to boycott products of a canned milk
It may be a sign of desperation
indignation at this patent attempt-by
company that purchased sugar
produced by one Florida
of amenities.
that has prompted Mme. Binh to incompany. Only about one-third of the sugar company workers are
a foreign official to use them as tools
Improvement
sinuate herself directly into our Confor attaining Communist objectives
During the 1951 to 1956 willing to join the union. Nevertheless, the union presses its drive.
gress. The North Vietnamese have
cycle,
significant
im- In a related action, an attorney employed by Chavez' group and
In Southeast Asia.
poured virtually everything they
provements in both aroducts two ministers, one an associate director of the National Farm
Mme. Binh attacks President
and methods helpedcreate Worker's Ministry and the other a staff member of the Florida
have into South Vietnam, and the
Nixon's determination to stand by
homes of good quality. Christian Migrant Ministry, filed suit in federal court to gain
Vietnamese
made
them
have
South
South Vietnam in the face of the inHowever, Berg said, a certain entry to the sugar company's property. The district court tossed
pay in blood for every inch of land
stereotype tends to mark the out the suit, dismissing the plaintiffs' self-appointed effort to
vasion as "an adventurous path
that they have gained. Communists
architecture of this period. represent farm workers.
fraught with unpredictable conseNonetheless, he feels homes
have failed in three weeks of intenquences." This might better be
This and hundreds of similar union situations should be placed
built during this ear offer
sive fighting even to capture the maapplied to her owm venture into our
excellent buys in terms of high in the spotlight to reveal union interference, arrogance and
jor cities that would give them an
standards both in materials tyranny. If enough light is shed on the way union bosses operate,
politics. The cOnsequences could
opportunity to symbolize a "victhe public is likely to demand that labor laws be reformed so as to
and workmanship.
well be a final awakening by leaders tory.,,
In resale homes built from strip the unions of their power to intimidate people and play havoc
of both our political parties to the
1957 to 1967, Berg says there with the national economy.In time, the American people
may rise
North Vietnam and the Viet Cong
fact that the people most eager to
is a whole new spectrum of up against the union disruptionists as the British
people
began to
style, materials and design. do this spring
keep the "Vietnam issue" alive in know their only real victory would
However, these
homes
this American election are the North come with the total desertion of
generally are priced higher
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong them- South Vietnam by the United Ststes.
than those of other periods.
selves.
They can achieve this only if controThis was an era of soaring land
Prog. Info 1533314
costa,shortages in skilled labor
The Binh letter is the most bold versy over our Vietnam policy is
and higher construction costs
and arrogant example so far of how stirred and kept at a boil. Members
— many of which are reflective
the Communists are try lag to influCongress, especially those who
of better materials, more
ence political thinking in the United are candidates this year, should
amenities and increased ex;6.0$1Y lillOS +4'; it'
States to smooth their way for con- open their eyes to deliberate atpenditures for architecture and
traffic flour study.
quest in Asia. They have stepped up tempts from outside our country to
Aditionally. Berg said, the
or scaled down the level of fighting weaken the resolve of the American
The
resale home generally offers an
at propitious moments to correspond people at this crucial momentin the
economically sound opwith our national mood as they read Vietnam struggle.
portunity in today's market.
Many older homes contain
Oil
greater usable square footage
than homes built today. As a
riti-Pat 7:30
Vitesseilheedet 01%
rule, too, the resale home
Nitely
plus
already has an established
1:30 Sat & Sun.
By CRAIG PALMER
$791 a year for health care states ---,New York, California lawn, shrubbery and trees.
Adults
12.00 — No Passes
and persons under 65 spent
WASHINGTON' I UPI I —
and Pennsylvania, ranked in
Of the nation's 20 Million
11226. Of the $791, public order. of
their
older
persons _aged 65 and older, sources like Medicare and
populations. States with the
...aboutn.ksiiillisin or one-fourth
Medicaid providiid $534 and
lowest 'percentages of old
Ends
of them live in rSiverin—nith---- - prieate-vourees like personal
people are Hawaii and Alaska.
annual incomes of $2,328 or income and savings provided
TUE.
less for a couple and $1,852 $257. The biggest chunks of
for an individual living alone.
the $791 went for hospital care
in
Older persona make up
133721 and doctors service
ff
about 10 per cent of the total
131361.
population but 20 per cent of
MARRIAGE — Meet older
and
the poor. In other words, if
men are married; most older
you're old, you're twice as
women are widowed. Among
(Dollars
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
likely to be poor.
100 wives aged 25 with
— Please do squeeze the
Such statistical chargehusbands aged 30, about 31
Iceberg lettuce if you're
11:3
(f,i 1 f,i1 qtr;1
"cis6
teristics of aged Americans are
will be widows before the
looking for signs of quality.
from Herman B. Brotman, husband reaches age 65 and
The head should
give •
Open ri-tir' (MURRAY Start
assistant to the Commissioner
42 will be widows after the
slightly when squeezed, says a
of the U.S. Administration on
husband reaches age 65.
spokesman for Western
7:30
Dusk
Aging. He also reports:
NEGRO AGED — The
Iceberg Lettuce, Inc.
OTING -- Of the number 22.7 million black Americans
if
organization
This
of persons who cast ballots in
of all ages represent 11.2 per
growers, shippers and coolers
the 1968 presidential election, cent of the population but the
supplies more than 85 per cent
17 per cent were age 65 and
A story of love
1.6 million older Negroes
of the lettuce eaten in the
older. As a group, larger
account for only 7.8 per cent of
Stkirof
States.
Filmed by David Lean
United
percentages of older persons
the older population because
Before storing a head,
voted than younger persons.
of a shorter life expectancy for
Once
whack the core end sharply
For example,of all persons 55
blacks. One unexplained
against•counter edge. Lift or
and older, 70.2 per cent voted
exception: life expecrancy for
twist the core with your fizz
in 1968 while only 66.7 per
Nitely
black 'nen after 65 is better
to release it. The cut
cent of persons aged 54 and
than Orr white men.
tend to rust if the core is cut
yin-Unger voted.
GEOGRAPHIC'
Sta".4 ROEIERT lwro-tui.4 MENADR How•RD
HEALTH COSTS — In
DISTRIBUTION' — Only, nos. Rinse the lettuce, coned- HIS SHARE--rAyoursg
CtilbStoPHER .00elEs .10144 MILLS
fiscal year 1970: of -the $8 •ane atate; Montego. had end up, under cold miming Cuba fari, obviously AO ecotogy
LEO sAckERN SARAN SAKES
wear,let drain for 30 minutes,
billion spent on personal
exactly the same.percentage of
buff, attempts to add to the tall
sithatitata substionneopinhealth care, over $15.7 billion
older persons in 1970 as the core end down, on a colander stack of beverage taps daring
or 27 per cent was spent on
nation s average of 9.9 per. or rack, then refrigerate in a swgep through
rati0
the stands at a
aged persons. On an individual , cent. One-fourth of all older tightly closed plaetk bag or
Wrigley
Field
game.
basis. older Americans spent
Americans lives in just three
KalEaMai
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By Anthony Harrigan
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Ramsey-Lovins Vows To Be Read

Mesdames Chilcutt
And Carraway Give
Sorority Program

How did your hu sand
make his prop sAl?

e.
of

•
nd

DEAR ABBY: In response to your question: Does anyone remember her marriage proposal? I'm sure my wife
does.
Ellen and I had been going together for five years when
I finally asked her to marry me. She said she would consider it only if I put it in writing, so I submitted the following,
which you have my permission to reprint:
"Miss Ellen Aston:
I, the-undersigned, wish to inform you that in accordance with the laws of human nature and conmon practice, I hereby serve notice that on the fourth day of
September in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and thirty seven, I with to take you as my lawfully
wedded wife, to have and to hold milli death do us pert.
I signed?'
Fred H. Zimmerman"
She accepted. This year we shall celebrate our 35th
wedding anniversary.
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DEAR ABBY: On Dec. 22, 1927. I was in my girl
friend's kitchen having a little homemade wine when I
reached into my pocket and pulled out 10 or 12 ring settings. I tossed them on the table and said "Pick out the one
you like and I'll have a stone put in it." She did, and that
was it. Since it was three days before Christmas that was
her Christmas present, too.
F. J. D. IN MENLO PARK
DEAR F. J. D.: That's what I call killing two birds
with one "stone."
DEAR ABBY: A proposal? Well, that's a matter of
opinion, but here's what happened: While holding the match
to light my date's cigaret, I said,
could never be married
to a girl whe smokes"
She took one final drag from the cigaret, then she put it
out and said, "THAT was my last cigaret!"
And there went my last excuse.
ME AND MY BIG MOUTH
DEAR ABBY: Here's my proposal: I got a call at work
one afternoon. It was my boyfriend of seven months.
"I'm downtown," he said. "Had something to take care
of, and since I've already lost a day's work anyway you
may as well come down and we'll take our blood tests
Incidentally, my father picked my husband up at 3 a. m.
after our wedding night and THEY went duck hunting.
HAPPY HUNTING WIDOW IN ILLINOIS
DEAR WIDOW: Yours was a new kind of "shotgun"
wedding!
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of a pair of illegitimate
twin boys, now seven months old. Their father fa married
man and the father of five legitimate children] proposed to
me in the following manner:
"Honey, will you marry me?"
I replied, "How can 17—You're already married"
He said, "Well, I'll get only one year for bigamy."
I turned him down. Who wants a husband who would
have two wives and seven kids?
FUSSY IN BLOOM LsIGTON
DEAR ABBY I was 17 and Milton was 18. He was a
college freshman and had a part-time job in a jewelry
store.
We had gone together for maybe three months when
Milton said, "While I can still get the rings wholesale, will
you marry me?"
I said, "Yes. When I graduate from high school."
That was 39 years ago. I have new rings now, but I still
have the same old Milton.
HAPPY IN PHILADELPHIA
DEAR ABBY: Do I remember my marriage proposal?
How could I forget it?
I called my boyfriend from the doctor's office and when
I told him what the doctor told me, he asked, "How seen
can you get married?"
said, "The sooner the better."
The license, blood test and "I do's" took two days. I
think we broke a record.
NO REGRETS IN BUFFALO

Monday, May 22
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
The Murray Woman's Club of Tau Phi Lambda will meet at
will have a dinner meeting at the home of Mrs. Martha Anthe club house at six p.m. drus at seven p.m.
Reservations should be made
The Kirksey PTA will meet at
by jriday, May 19, with
the school at 1:30 p.M. Members
department chairmen.
please note the earlier time.
The Luther Robertson PTA
will meet at the school at seven
Wednesday, May 24
p.m.
The ladies day luncheon will
All Beauty Salon owners will be served at noon at the Murray
meet at the Kut 'n Kurl Beauty Country Club with Mesdames
Shop at 7:30 p.m.
Eurie Garland, Jiggs Lassiter,
W.L. pony, Alfred Lindsey,
Tuesday, May 23
The Current Missions Group Raymond Hewitt, Bill Holt,
of the Septiet Women of the James Parker, Don Tucker,
Memorial Church will meet at Tonunye Taylor, and Bill Hina
as hostesses. Mrs. Hugh
two p.m. at the church.
Houston and Mrs. William Nash
The Murray Quota Club will are hostesses for the bridge
meet at 12 noon at the Triangle session.
Inn.

itart
)usk

Shown
Once
Nitely

SIESIBIS11

Luncheon for the ladies will
be served at noon at the Oaks
Country Club. Reservations
should be made by Monday by
slim person you want to be Odrines is
calling Darlene Ford 753-8316 or
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
Marie Weaver 753-8591. Other
isms no dangerous drugs No starving
hostesses are Margaret TidNo special exercise Get rid of elf eSs
well, Martha Tibbs, Leticia
fat and live longer Odrines has been
used successfully t2y,thousands all over
Cooper. Jean Shahan, Emma
thitscountry for PI yeah- Mole' Plan Dean Lawson,
Peggy Hook,
costs $3 25 and the large economy sire
Maxa Read. Ruby Herndon,
your
or
ugly
fat
lose
must
You
25
$5
Ruth Brandon, Margaret
money will be refunded by your druggist
Blalock, Betty Gilbert, Verna
No questions asked Accept no sub
stitutes Sold *Oh this guarantee by 'Horning, Eva Hopkins, Kaye
Outland, Bonnie Story, Dot
Byrn, Joyce Spencer, and
'Mildred Robertson. Grace
James is golf hostess.

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK
Odrinex can help you be.ome the trim

(Wilson Woolley phote)

Miss Denecia Ramsey
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Ramsey of Dexter Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Denecia, to Mike Lovins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Halford Lovins of
Murray Route Four.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at the Bank of Murray. Mr.
Lovins, a graduate of Calloway County High School in the class of
1969, is presently employed at the Murray Lumber Company.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 24, at seven
o'clock in the evening at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church.
A reception will be held in the fellowship hall of the church
following the ceremony.
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economies
Medicine you give a small
chid may taste great, but don't
call it candy, and don't make a
big thing of it. Too many small
children turn up in hospitals
each year because they helped
themselves to "candy"from the
medicine cabinet., You don't
want a child to love medicine,
and you don't want him to hate
it either. That's why it is better
not to comment on whether the
medicine tastes good or bad.
Instead, stress the idea that it
will help him get well or feel
better.--Maxine
Griffin,
Federal Building, Clinton,
Kentucky 42031 - Phone 6532231.

From infancy to adulthood
each child needs gradually
increasing freedom to do things
on his own,to try himself out, to
decide for himself. This kind of
freedom is essential if the
child's desire to learn is to be
preserved in later years. As he
is developing his inner control
ability he also needs discipline
and guidance and see, must at
times step in to prevent or
undesirable behavior. He needs
help in learning to recognize
and accept the fact that he is 4
major factor in determining
what kind of person he
becomes. This kind of learning
takes many years to achieve
and it needs to be started in the
pre-school years. - Sue Fraser,
Bardwell, Ky. 42023 - Phone 6285447.

Canned fruit cocktail is one of
a few fruit mixtures which is
standardized by Federal Law.
peaches and pears make up the
greater part of the mixture but
it must also include pineapple,
grape, and
maraschino
cherries. - Patricia Curtsinger,
Benton, Ky. 42025 Phone 5276601.

authorities
Some
are
predicting that by .1980 at least
one-half of all electric ranges
and one-third of all gas ranges will have smooth top cooking.
The homemaker buying a new
range of this type will need to
know the utensils best suited
for its use. Smooth top cooking
surfaces require pans with
surfaces that stay flat during
cooking. Some manufacturers
require utensils for maximum
use of heat. Avoid using a.
utensil with a rim, pans with
convex or concave bottoms or
utensils that are bent.
Frozen food containers,
"ready-to-pop" popcorn containers and aluminum foil
should not be used directly on
the surface of these ranges.
Their use tends to leave a
difficult-to-remove staln. Food

should be cooked directly on the
range top. - Mildred W. Potts.
La Center, Ky. 42056. Phone 6655671.
Whatever look a-man chooses
from nine to five, fabrics will be
prominent. Seersucker and
madras are familiar favorites,
making a strong return. Denim,
cotton chino and linen types
are back stronger than last
year. They all have an informal
feeling but are dress-up enough
for many business situatiens,
and yet casual enough for
weekend wear. - Dean Roper
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky.
42066 Phone 247-2334.
American college women are
increasingly turning to making
their own clothes, following the
soaring trend of home sewing.
Sixty-two percent of 3,105 coeds
on some 300 campus across the
county surveyed said they made
their own clothes, while 37
percent did not. The survey
found college girls get their
guidance for clothing selections
from magazines, clothing store
displays, girlfriends, families
and boyfriends and husbands, in
that order. 68 percent said they
paid attention to fiber or fabric
brands. 44 percent said fit was
the most important factor when
shopping for clothes. 80 percent
said they dressed for themselves. - Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone
236-2351.

BIRTHSJ

STEWART GIRL
Monica Danette is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs Ernest
Stewart of
Route One,
Buchanan,Tenn., for their baby
girl, weighing seven pounds Ps
ounces, born on Tuesday, May
16, at 6:41 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
e. They have one son: Garry,
age eight, and another
daughter, Teresa, age six. The
father is employed by the IVA
at Cumberland City. Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Ralph Stewart, Sr
Panama City, Fla., and Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Freeland of Route
One, Buchanan, Tenn. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Neese of Buchanan. Tenn.,
and Mrs. Olive Stewart of Terre
Haute, Ind.

Alluevarls\
Miss Karen J. Slimick of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Stephen Scott Shari of 795
was
Nash Drive, Murra
dismissed May 17 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Mrs. Forest Gilbert of
Murray has been a patient at
I ourdes Hospital, Paducah.

The Xi Alpha Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi met
for its regular meeting on May
18. This was the last meeting for
th 1971-72 year and was a dinner
meeting held at Captain's
Kitchen.
Prior to the dinner the
opening ritual was led by incoming president, Mrs. John
Emerson. Following the meal a
short business meeting was held
with Mrs. Emerson presiding.
All reports were given and
approved. At this time the new
committee chairmen were
nameo and committees appointed.
The program was given by
Mrs. Charles Chilcutt and Mrs.
Tommy
Carraway.
The
program
was
entitled
"Thinking About Thinking"
with the emphasis placed on
first aid. During the program
they presented facts and rules
to follow when it is necessary
fea a person_or a member of a
family to see a doctor or enter
the hospital. They concluded
with a quiz on common ailments
and diseases. The definition was
given for these with members
responding as to what the
condition was,
At the close of the meeting a
surprise baby shower was given
for Mrs. Ray Sims, Mrs. Sims
was the recipient of many
lovely gifts, including a silver
cup with the Beta Sigma Phi
ensignia engraved on it. This
was presented to her by the
Chapter.
The meeting was adjourned
with members repeating the
closing ritual and joining hands
for the Mizphah.
Members attending this final
meeting of the year were
Mesdames: Isaac Adams,
Tommx Carraway, Charles
Chilcutt,-tarry Contri, John
Emerson, Wallace Ford,
Richard Ford, Fred Gardner,
Joe Ginn, John Hina, Jackie
Jones, Mike Morgan, John
Paulk, Gerry
Requarth,
Franklin Robinson, Ray Sims,
Jr., Story, Tony Taylor, Bruce
Thomas, Chet Wilde)., and
William Williams.

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Mary Janice Morton
Miss Mary Janice Morton,
bride-elect of Roger Cooper of
Lynn Grove, was honored with a
personal shower on Wednesday,
May It. at seven o'clock in the
evening at the Federal Savings
and Loan Community Room.
Miss Rita Chaney and Miss
Judy Kelso were the hostesses
for the event.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a long dress with a
hot pink, shirred bodice and a
softly gathered skirt of pink and
beige print. Hot pink shoes
completed her ensemble.
The hostesses, dressed
identically in pink and white
gingham kelly skirts and white
blouses, presente d Miss
Morton with a gift corsage of
pink carnations and pink net.
The guests
signed the
register with a- pink pen and
were presented with heartshaped personalized name tags.
After introducing themselves
the guests played some games
and Mrs. Danny Leslie won the
door prize.
Miss Morton opened her gifts
from a table covered with a
white cloth and a centered pole
that suspended pink and white
streamers to the corners of the
table., Small bells caught the
streamers in the front of the
table and one adorned Vie pole:
After opening her 'gifts, Miss
Morton and her guests enjoyed
the refreshments. The -table
was covered with a white cloth
and a triangular arrangement
was centered on the table. The
arrangement consisted of pink
carnations, baby's breath, and
fern with small pearl rings
suspended in the arrangement.
Single burning tapers balanced
the arrangement on each side.
guests were served from
crystal
silver
and
appointments. They enjoyed
finger cakes iced in pink with
single strawberries, heartshaped cookies with pink icing,
butter mints, assorted nuts, and
pink fruit punch.
Twenty-two persons were
present or sent gifts. Out of
town guests and cousins of the
honoree were Misses Faye Pace
and Vicki Morris of Pembroke.

MONDAY—MAY

vs, 1972

Excellent Canisters

Your Individual Horoscope

Empty coffee cans with
plastic lids make excellent
canisters for storing raisins,
nuts, rice, tea, matches and
other household items. Paint
them to match the kitchen
color scheme if you wish.
Glue on a label and varnish
the label to make it waterproof. Decorate with decals
if you wish.

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 23, 1972
ARIES
Swed. botanist.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grer--1
• • •
Some things will be readily
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972 — including • deta,had day
mastered, others not so yieldby day forecast, complete guide to
ing. Present position of Mars
love and rnarr.ege, and • corn preoens,ve °wrecker analysis suggests avoidance of strain,
now //vadat:AI FOr your personal
forecast, send II 00 plus 25 cents in
anxiety and aggravation.
coin for postage and handing to Hits
TAURUS
newspaper. care of Horoscope Book
Department. Box 171. OW °N.A.**
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Statham New YO. N .Y10Dti Pont
NAME. ADDRESS wit, ZiP. and
Go for broke where you have
OATE OF BIRTH
all the facts, the know-how and
time for proper accomplishment. In spots, you may have to
work against time, but this you
can do if well prepared.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
You may create, beneficially
improve or just follow ably in
the regular line of duty, but
whatever, if practical and on
credits.your eto s, you will gain new

Don't Smoke
Don't smoke cigarets in
bed.

nooy-

CANCER
(June 22 to July 23(
Good lunar influences.
Augment your program with
something special, extra fine.
Trump competition's moves
with quiet, tactful skill.
LEO4
444
-2
(July 24 to Aug. 22)
Don't waste time with ineffectual activities. You may not
receive the help you anticipated, but this happens
sometimes, and you can,
MUST, deal with it.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ni
)
Watch for signs of indolence,
carelessness, anything that
slows down progress. These
tendencies, not usual with the
Virgoan, are possible now, and
it's up to you to curb them.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study
proffered plans, proposals, etc.
New advances indicated. Do not
lose interest in slow-moving
projects.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.F22)
You may be caught in a fire of
cross-purposes. Don't become
anxious: find out where, how
you stand. Be objective,
studying as you go. Profitable
bids await the taking.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Make an extra effort to get
things off to a better start for a
much improved work week.
Attitude, system and tact will
count.
CAPRICORN
('Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Examine.. your inner feelings
to determine your true sentiments and sense of values.
You may now be misled by your
emotions. Don't overlook
HIDDEN opportunities.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Your spirit of
enterprise stimulated now.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Pull down
undesirable
barriers; recognize real obstacles. With everything in
clear focus, you can then reap
fine gains.

•
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YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly volatile individual,
bursting with energy and
always on the go. All this leads
to a continuous restlessness,
however, which you must learn
to curb since when you thus
scatter energies, you negate
your high potentials for success.
You are extremely versatile
and may find it difficult for a
time to find your true niche in
occupational areas. Once you
have found it, however, stay
with it all the way and exercise
your other talents avocationally. In this way, you will not
only reach career goals quickly,
but will find happiness and
emotional security as well.
Fields in which you could find
your greatest satisfactions:
Writing, science, the law ( you
would make an outstanding
trial lawyer), drawing or the
stage — the latter.an especially
fine medituri for your talents
and ebullient personality.
Birthdate of: Carolus Linnaeus,

buy 3 and save on
PECHGLO
by

VANITY- FAIR
Once a year you have your chance to stock up on
perfect little Pechglos. This famous rayon-and-nylon
fabric feels fresh and cool as a fluff of fine powder
next to the skin Marvelously soft and absorbent. Wears
and wears. And launders like a dream.
ALL IN STAR WHITE
A SHORT PANTIE, 5-7, reg. $250 each
NOW 3 FOR ULM_
sizes 8-9, reg. $275 ea. Now 3 for $7.1 5
8 BRIEF, 4.7, reo $1 75 each
NOW 3 FOR $4.50
size 8,, reg $200 ea. Now .3- for $5.25
D. 'TITE' PANTIE, 5-7, reg. $2 50 each
your choice of 3 lengths (medium shown)
NOW 3 FOR $6.35
,
sizes 8-9, reg $275 ea. Now 3 for $7.15

Here". Gift Idea
.
For June Itritle!,
This year's AtinP bride!' will
become homemakers at a time
when a major breakthrough has
been made in the world of
cookware.
Researchers at The West
Rend Company have developed
process for fusing jiorcelain to
tri-ply stainless steel The re,
suit is rt colorful new tine of
stainless steel cookware called
Town House
Availablein harvest cold and
avocado green, the revolutionary
cookware would make a most
welcome gift The 'Town Howie
line features three sizes of
saucepans and skillets. a familysize casserole and a five-quart
clutch oven.

(7---,r---r—
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The Happy Yellow Store
Court Square

Murray, Ky.
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Western Captures Track
Title, Murray Is Third
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Western Kentucky used its
superior depth this weekend at
Johnson City, Tennessee to
capture top team honors in the
Ohio Valley Conference Track
Championships. The Hilltoppers, who have now won the title
for nine consecutive years,
captured six first places and
scored in all but three events to
take the conference title.
Host
Tennessee
East
managed to take second by
scoring 57 points while Murray
State was a breath behind with
54. Middle Tennessee was
fourth with 39, Tennessee Tech
was._lifih,. with 14, Morehead
with sixth With 11M-and EasternKentucky was seventh with 10.
Austin Peay failed to place
anyone and did not score.
The field events
got underway Friday afternoon before
a small crowd. A steady rain
fell for most of the afternoon
which kept spectators away
until the track preliminaries
--began later in the day.
As expected, Western had
little trouble sweeping through
the field events. Chuck Eneix of
the Hilltoppers had very little
competition in winning both the
discus and the shot put events.
Eneix set a new conference
record in the discus with his
throw of 174-6. His winning
distance in the shot was 56-2.
The only Racer to place in
either of the two events was
Steve Ford with a fourth place
effort of 49-4 in the shot.
Murray's Herman deMunnik
of Ontario, Canada was the
clear choice in the javelin.
deMunnik owned the best mark
of the season in the conference
with a 219-8. But an injury
suffered two weeks ago caused
deMunnik to throw under 200
feet for the first time of the
season.
East Tennessee's Bruce
Meade took first in the event
with a 199-2 while deMunnik was
fourth with 182-11. Murray can
look forward to the future
though,since deMunnick is only
a freshman.
The Racers did not place in
either the long jump or the
triple jump. Humphrey of
Tennessee Tech took first in the
long jump with a 24-8 while the
triple jump was won by Briggs
of Western with an effort of 51Freshman Mark Hiestand of
Liverpool, New York was third
in the high jump with a 6-6. The
event was won by Reed of
Western with a 6-8.
. .Mark Michael picked up the
ftrdst for the Racers in the
field events with an effort of 14-9
in the pole vault. Midhael
cleared the heighth on his third
try and by doing so took the top
spot by defeating Bill Hudnall of
Morehead who cleared 14-6.
A very large crowd turned
out Saturday afternoon to
witness the finals in the track
competition. And although a
leady rain fell for most of the
day, the tans were rewarded
for their patience.
Pat Verry of Murray came
through with fine eforts and
picked up six points for the
Racers with a secondpOce and
a fourth place. It toora new
conference record of 14.0 in the
low hurdles by East Tennessee's Clyde Fields to defeat
Verry. Fields was only a few

feet in front of the determined
Verry ,who finished with a
persopel best of 14.2.
In the 490 intermediate
hurdles, Verry was fourth with
a 53.6. First place in the event
went to Maithe of Middle With a
52.0.
Cuthbert Jacobs and Randy
Smith surprised most of the
fans Friday with their
qualifying times in the 100 and
220 yard dashes. Jacobs and
Smith both had a 9.5 in the 100
and a 21.0 in the 220 for their
best career marks.
Jacobs surprised a
more
people
few
Saturday and almost
pulled the upset of the
- year. East Tennessee's.
Bill Holloway. who has a
0.3 to his credit and
once did a 9.2 with the
help of the wind, was
picked to win the 100 with
very little trouble. But
trouble he had.
Holloway crossed the line ir
9.4, the same time that Jacobs
recorded. But Holloway had a
half step on Jacobs and the
freshman from the West Indies
had to settle
for second.
Smith, whose best time at
Murray was previously 9.7
before the trials on Friday,
finished fourth with a 9.5.
The 220 was more or less a
replay of the 100. The only
difference was that Smith took
third. Holloway won the event
with a 20.9 while Jacobs and
Smith were both clocked in 21.0.
Fred Sowerby of the Racers,
who was the favorite in the 440,
was defeated by East Tennessee's Bob Knox. Knox
recorded a 47.1 while Sowerby
was at 47.4.
Murray's Pat Francis
pulled the surprise of the
day with his first place
finish in the 880. Francis,
whose career best was
1:54.7, turned in a 1:52
and finished a good 10
feet in front of his
competitor.
nearest
Francis took the lead on
the last turn and pulled
away as he came down
the home stretch.
Jim Krejci closed a great
career at Murray State by
picking up four points for
Murray. Krejci finished third in
the mile run and fifth in the
three mile run.
Western's Hector Ortiz and
Nick Rose pulled out in the lead
early in the mile run and
crossed the finish line in the
same order. Ortiz won the event
with a 4:09.7 while Rose was
second with a 4-1$4.0. Krejet's
-I third place time was 4:11.2.
Eddy Leddy and Neil
Cusack of Eas Tennessee
made history with their
efforts in the three mile.
Both finished in a tie for
first with a record setting 13:31.7. The time
was the fastest ever ran
in the OVC,the fastest in
the school history of
Easy Tennessee and the
fastest in the state of
Tennessee.
Leddy and Cusack sprinted to
an early lead and held on
throughout the Race. Western's
Ortiz and Rose stayed with the
two Buccaneers for two miles
but faded badly as the blistering
pace of Leddy and Cusack did
not let up in the final mile.
In fact, both Leddy and Cusack

completed the first two miles in
8:57.
Ortiz was third in the event
with a 13:47.7 while teammate
Rose was 13:52.3. Krejci was
fifth for Coach Bill Cornell's
Racers with an effort of 14:12.3.
In the 940 relay, Murray
finished second with a 41.2, the
same time as Western Kentucky who finished first.
Jacobs, Smith, Samuels and
Sowerby all ran legs for the
Racers.
The actual event that
enabled East Tennessee
to edge Murray out of the
runnerup spot was the
mile relay. The mile
relay was the last event
of the day and going into
the"-F*111,- the Racerswere one point behind
the Buccanneers.
If Murray had won the mile
relay, the Racers would have
taken second place by a point.
But an anchor leg of 46.3 by
East Tennessee's Bob Knox and
a third leg of 46.8 by Doran
Marcus proved to be the difference as the Buccaneers
recorded a 3:10.7.
"I was pleased with our
overall performance," said
Racer Coach Bill Cornell. "I
was especially happy with the
performances of Jacobs, Smith,
Francis and Michael. As for
next year, we will be losing
Krejci, Smith and Fullarton.
Those three will be hard to find
replacernnts for," concluded
Cornell.
shot-Eneix (WKU), Ellison
(WKU), Lintner (MT), Ford
(MU), Longdon (WKU) 56-2.
Javelin --Meade (ET). Ward
(WKU), Truelove (TT), de
deMunnik (MU), Runcie (WKU)
199-2.
Long Jump-Humphrey (TT),
Haynes (MT), Briggs (WKU(,
Embree (WKU), Washington
(MT) 248.
High Jump--Reed (WKU),
Agnew (MT), Hiestand (MU),
Chapman
(WKUI
Neely AMO) 6-8.
4,
10 Relay•-MKU, MU, ET, MT,
TT 41.2.
Mile Run-Ortiz (WKU), Rose
(WKU). Krejci (MU), Durnin
(ET), Pontlell (MO) 499.7.
Dicus Eneix (WK(J),-LOh9cloh
(WKU). Meadd (ET), Ward
(WKU), Bostic (ET) 174.6.
High Hurdles- Fields (ET),
Verry (MU), Cromartie (MT),
Porter (MT), Heverly (TT) 14.0.
440 Dash -Knox (ET), Sowerby
(MU). Johnson (MT), Marcus
(ET), Bertrand (EKU), 47.1
Triple Jump-Briggs (WKU),
McClure (MT), Beckham (MO),
Goodwin (WKU), Haynes (MT)
51-61 1.
100 Dash-Holloway (ET),
Jacbos (MU), Jackson (WKU),
Smith (MU), Humphrey (TT) 9.4.
880 Run--Francis (MU), Lewis
(EKU), Johnson (MO), Lanier
(TT), Huffman (MT) 152.0.
Intermediate Hurdles-Maillie
(MT), Rice (WKU), Cromartie
(MT), Verry (MU), Johnson (NT)
220 Dash -Holloway (EY),
Jacobs (MU), Smith (MU),
Jackson (WKU), Thompson
(WKU) 20.9.
Run-Leddy
(ET),
3-Mile
Cusack (et), Ortiz (WKU), Rose
(WKU), Krejci (MU) 1331.7.
Pole Vault...Michael (MU).
Hudnall (MO), Seiler (EKU).
Nonweiler (WKU(. Welsh (WKU)
14 9
Mile Relay ET, MU, WKU,
EKU, MT 3:10.7.

Multi-Year Pacts
PHILADELPHIA
AP) The Philadelphia Flyers of the
National Hockey League have
announced the signing of three
players to multi-year pacts.
The Flyers said Saturday
defenseman forward Rich
Foley, whose contract had a
year to go, agreed to three-year
terms and left winger Bob Kelly
and right winger-Simon Noletsigned for two years.

IF YOU GROW

SOYBEANS IN THIS COUNTY
00
Voat
6

In LOFIOX country. _soils averkge 1% to 4% organic matter:
and that's where Du Pont
LOROX linuron weed killer outperforms other soybean herbicides. 11 controls annual broadleaf weeds and grasses at least
cost.
Weeds such as pigweed.-bqttonweed (velvetleaf). fox t..
fambsquarters crabgrass.. and.
fall panicum are' easifr con-

trolled y(hen you apply LOROX
preemergence. And you pay as
little as $2 per acre for LOROX
banded on a silt loam soil with
2% organic matte.-. Broadcast
treatment costs about $6.
It comes in two formulations
ab-LOROX for spray use or
LOROX "G" for granular application.
With Any chemical, follow labeling ins
Imes and warnings carefully.

See us for your supply of LOROX today.

'HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
W. Rallroad Ave.

Phone 753-1933
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GUESS WHO IS IN FRONT. That's what the judges did Saturday as they declared Western
Kentucky the winner in the 440 yard rela) Randy Smith of Murray i center) appeared to have hit the
tape first but Western was awarded the win. Both Western and Murray recorded identical times of
41.2 seconds.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

EAST TENNESSEE'S BOB KNOX crosses the finish line in the
mile relay, only a feu feet in front of Murray's Fred Sowerby. If
the positions had been reversed, Murray would have finished
second in the OVC Track Championships.
Staff photo by Mike Brandon)

Trevino Fires Course Record
To Win Memphis Open
MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( AP) Lee Trevino, bold and brassy
as ever, is back. He's winning
again. And, he warns, he's
playing golf better than ever.
"I'm hitting the bail better
now than I was a year ago,"
Trevino said after scoring his
first victory of the year Sunday
in the Danny Thomas-Memphis
Golf Classic. "I'm probably hitting it better than I ever have
in my life.
"My putting has been offbut it came back today. I'm
getting it all put together
again."
Trevino had just fired a
course-record,five-under-par 67
on the double tough Colonial
Country Club course and won
by an easy four strokes at 281,

Murray CC
Ladies Day
Wednesday

seven under par.
He interrupted a steady flow
of one-liners, quick comedy
shots, funny observations to
turn dead serious on two subjects-his return to winning
form and his contribution of
$5.000 from his purse of $35,000
to the St. Jude's Children's
Hospital.

He won with the flair and de, termination that made him an
-- instant folk hero when he
stormed golf's loftiest peaks
'Aith his sweep of the Amen -

The regular ladies day golf
will be held at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday.
Tee off time for golf will be at
nine a.m. The session of play for
bridge will start at 9:30 am.
with Mrs. Hugh Houston and
Mrs.
William
Nash
as
hostesses..
Jerlene Sullivan, golf hostess,
said if persons are unable to
attend to please call. The lineup
is as follows:
First flight-Alice Purdom,
Eleanor Diugid, Cathryn
Garrott, and Reba Overby; J.
I.attimer, Toopie Thomas,
Maragert Shuffett, and Jackie
Ransom; Sue Brown, Inus Orr,
and Betty Hinton; Irene Chit-,
wood, Betty Hunter, and Nell
Roach.
Second flight-Anna Mary
Adams, Lou Doran, and
Rebecca Irvan; Jenny Sue
Smock, Peggy Billington, and
Norma Frank; Frances Miller,
Urbena
Koenen, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, and
Euldene
Robinson.
Third flight-Ruth Wilson,
,Euva Mitchell, Beverly Spann,
and P. Miller; Frances Parker,
Jennie Hutson, Charlene Doss,
and Chris ,Grahani; Juliet
Wallis, M. Watson, and Rowena.
Cullum.
Fourth flight-Patsy Oakley,
Annie Knight, and Carla
Rexroat; Donna,Keller, Glenda
Chrisp, and Marilyn Faulk;
Jean Wilson, Bobbie Garrison,
and
Nancy Haverstock;
Barbara F.rwin and Tech
Farrell.
The luncheon will be served at
noon with Mesdames Rune
(;arland, Jiggs Lassiter, W.I..
Polly,
Alfred
Lindsey,
Raymond Hewitt, Bill Holt,
James Parker, Don Tucker,
Torrunye Taylor, and Bill Bina
as hostesses.
Winners for the ladies day
held May 17 with the women
front the Oaks Club as guests
were:
Medalist- -Murrelle
Walker,
Oaks,
Eleanor
Diuguid, Murray; low putts,
Grace James, Oaks, and Euvie
Mitchell, Murray; poker hand,,,
Grrri hndersen, Oaks, Itiancy
fiaverstock, Murray; middle
-score, Della Boggess, Oaks,
Bobbie Garrison, Murray; blind
hole (5), Edith Oarrison, Oaks,
Mary Contri, Murray.

Murray High Tennis
Team Wins Shutout
Over Caldwell Co.

"Fin not going to just give
my money away to someone on
the street, but, you know, there
may be 1,000 kids in that hospiThe Murray High boys' tennis
tal who will never walk. You team ran their record to 7-1
can't buy your way in life, but Saturday by defeating the team
this is something I want to do." from Caldwell County.
He's done it before. He's
made a major contribution to
cnatity almost every time he
scored one of his 12 victories,
the last of which came in October.

Regional Baseball
Pairings

can, Canadian and British Open
titles last year.
That sweep, of course, was
built on the foundation of a victory in this tournament.

All Murray High players won
their matches, shutting out the
Caldwell team 7-0.
Singles winners were Del
Purcell, Mel Purcell, John
Powless, Tommy Keller, and
Brent Austin. The two doubles
teams also won.
The boys will be playing
Mayfield here today.
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U.S. Congress, First District - May 23, 1972
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Tigers Are Second In New Concord Takes Elementary School Softball Championship
Regional Track Meet

the
'U
bed
1'1

Thursday

72

easurer

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Tunes Sportswirter
Three local boys qualified for
the State Track Championships
by winning events Saturday at
Ft. Campbell in the Regional
Meet. Tyrone McCuiston, Ricky
Orr and Ed Fenton will
represent the Murray High
Tigers this weekend in
Lexington.
Trigg County took top team
honors in the meet with 40
points while Murray took
second with 30. Other teams
scoring were St. Mary's 27,
Providence
18,
Ballard
Memorial 13, Mayfield 13, Ft.
Campbell 13, Crittendon
County, 12, South Marshall 6,
Hickman County 6 and Fulton
City 2.
Ricky Orr took first place in
the pole vault for the Tigers and
cleared 11-6 in winning the
event. Orr will be one of the
favorites this weekend in
Lexington.
Ecl Fenton turned in his best
effort of the year —9n—cliKaire—
individual honors in the 880 run.
Fenton turned in a fine 2:04.8
and will also be a strong contender at the state meet.
The other Tiger first went to
Tyrone McCuiston in the 440
with a fine 53.7. This is the best
tirne turned in this season by the
young sophomore. Dean Lanning of the Tigers was fourth in
the event.
Porter McCuiston just missed
making it to state by finishing
second in the 220. McCuiston
covered the distance in 22.8 for
his best effort of the year. Ed
Moore picked up the other
second for the Tigers with his
40-3 in the triple jump.
Third places went to Joe
Resig in the high jump and Don
Scott in the low hurdles. Resig
cleared 5-7 before going out of
competition. Scott turned in a
20.8 and knocked over three
seConds off of his best time for
the season.
The Tiger relay teams also
fared quite well in the competition. The mile relay team

Golf Scramble
Held At Oaks
Women of the Oaks Country
Club participated in a golf
scramble held at the club on
Saturday, May 20.
The team winning low score
at 37 was Murrelle Walker,
Doris Rose, Burlene Brewer,
and Rebecca Dublin.
Low putts went to the team
made up of Essie Caldwell,
Grace James, Edith Garrison,
and Wanda Nance. They needed
only eleven putts and scored 39.
Laura Parker, Mary Alice
Smith and Polly
Seale won
nearest the hole on No. 8. They
were shy one player but scored
91.
Consolation went to Bobbie
Buchanan, Mollie Jones, and
PatAy Neale. They were only a
few strokes off the pace at 42
and they too had a player absent.
Prizes were awarded to each
individual winner on the team
and refreshments of their
favorite cold drink were served.

composed of Tyrone McCuiston,
Bob Pinkston, Don Scott and
Dean Lanning turned in a 3:37
in finishing second to Trigg
County. The 880 relay team was
fourth with Glenn Jackson,
Clovis Ray, Adam Lanrting and
Porter McCuiston all running
legs.

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
"It's a long season," said
Dick Williams, "and we'll play
them again."
The Oakland A's manager
was ready to go to war after he
_felt that his_pitcher, Ken Holtzman, was intention—alry—knocked
down in Sunday's 5-2 victory
over the Kansas City Royals.
Holtzman collided with Kansas City first baseman John
Mayberry while running out his
grounder in the second inning.
He lay still on the ground for
several minutes before getting
up.
Williams was so infuriated by
what he considered a blatant
act of poor sportsmanship that
he directed Holtzman to throw
at Kansas City hitters.
"The first guy up's going to
go down," Williams said, "so
we were knocking Lou Piniella
down."
Holtzman got a warning from
the umpire after throwing a
close pitch to Piniella in the
last of the second.
Williams pulled Holtzman
after six innings partly due to

Kathy Cornelius
Wins In Bluegrass
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API—
Kathy Cornelius, a 39-year-old
tour veteran, took her first tour
victory since 1962 with a sudden-death victory over Gloria
Ehret in the ladies' Bluegrass
Invitational here Sunday.
Mrs. Cornelius parred tIma.4
first extra hole at Hunting
Creek Country Club as Mrs. Ehret took a double-bogey six.
The victory was worth $3,750
for the winner.
Both Mrs. Cornelius and Mrs.
Ehret overtook the leader of
the first two days, Betty Burfeindt, who soared to a three-over-par 75.
Mrs. Cornelius shot a closing
round 70 and Mrs. Ehret had a
66, the best round of the day, to
tie at 211 for the 54 holes and
set up the playoff.
Mrs. Ehret took three shots
to reach the first hole in sudden
death and then three-putted.
Mrs. Burfeindt finished third
at 214.
Gail Deneberg finished fourth
at 217; JoAnne Carner, the defending champion, finished with
a 69 for a 218 total and Mary
Mills and Kathy Whitworth tied
at 219
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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the incident and partly due to
the muggy, 88-degree heat.
Mayberry pleaded innocent:
"I thought I had him easy. He
sped up so I sped up. He ran
right into me. I was coming
across the bag and he tried to
beat me to the bag ... but 1
beat
In the other American
League games Sunday, the New
York Yankees beat the Boston
Red Sox twice 6-3 and 3-2; the
Texas Rangers took a doubleheader from the Minnesota
Twins, 5-2 and 3-1; the Baltimore Orioles bounced the Milwaukee Brewers 5-0; the Detroit Tigers trimmed the Cleveland Indians 5-0 and the Chicago White Sox nipped the California Angels 9-8.
Dave Duncan drove in three
runs with two homers and Sal
Bando smacked a two-run shot
to give Holtzman the runs he
needed for his sixth victory in
eight decisions.
Southpaw Sparky Lyle came.,
out of the bullpen to preserve
both New York victories over
Boston, Lyle's former team.
Lyle, acquired from the Red
Sox in a pre-season trade,
saved Fritz Peterson's first victory in the opener. Then he
came on in the nightcap to save
Mike Kekich's triumph.
"When you see Sparky coming in, you feel like it's locked
up," said New York left fielder
Roy White, who had six hits in
the sweep. "I hit against him
enough to know the other hitters are in trouble when he
comes in."
Doug Griffin delivered a tworun single before Lyhtlet-Carlton Fisk on a double Play and
pinch-hitter John Kennedy on a
fly ball for the game-ending
out.
Lyle again came to the Yankees' aid in the nightcap when
Kekich, who had been struggling, walked the leadoff batter
in the eighth. Lyle threw another double play ball, then
worked his way out of a tough
jam in the ninth.
Jeff Burroughs hit a two-run
homer in the sixth inning to
help Texas beat Minnesota in
their opener. 4iben pitcher Jim
Shellenback singled home the
deciding run in a second-inning
rally that carried the Rangers
over the Twins in the second
game.
Mery Rettenmund ripped a
three-run homer and rookie
Don Baylor added a pair of solo
blasts to back Pat Dobson's
four-hit pitching as Baltimore
topped Milwaukee.
Mickey Lolich spaced eight
hits and became the American
League's first eight-game winner.„.in Detroit's triumph over
Cleveland. His seven strikeouts
Sunday pushed his league-leading total to 61.
Carlos May unloaded a threerun homer with two out in the
bottom of the ninth to pull Chicago past California. The Angels had -taken an 8-6 lead in
the eighth inning with one of
the runs coming on, Art Kusnyer's first major league
homer.

Stander To Meet
Frazier Thursday
OMAHA,
Neb.
AP )—
Challenger Ron Stander and
champion Joe Frazier slowed
their workouts Sunday in
preparation for Thursday's
world
championship
heavyweight bout.
Standee, the unranked challenger from nearby Council
Bluffs, Iowa, spent a quiet day
with his only major work consisting of six miles of early
morning road work.
Frazier was also up early. He
got in two hours of early morning road work around Carter
Lake, and then worked about 40
minutes in the gym at rreigh• ton University.

Holland and Overby drove in
the runs for the losing Lynn
Grove team. Judy Kimtiro,went
the distance for the win and
picked up her third victory of
the season. Kinibro allowed
only three hits to the Wildcats.

the win. The big blow of the
inning was a double by Kirribro.
New Concord wrapped up the
game by scoring six runs in the
third inning and adding three
more in the fourth. In the third
frame, Dowdy, Moody, Renfroe
and Causey all had singles while
Kimbro hit a home run. The
Redbirds added their final three
runs in the fourth as Dowdy
tripled in two and Renfroe
picked up her third hit of the
game.

Oakland Defeats Kansas
City 5-2; Ken Holtzman
Collides With Mayberry

Crossword Puzzle
3 Note of scale
4 Flock
I Everyone
5 Fairy in
4 Exclamation
-The Tempest"
6 Strip of
6 indorse
leather
7 Sunburn
3/ Chief
8 Ascend
13 Ached
9 Indefinite
15 Postscript
article
(abbr.)
16 Prayers
10 Pounding
18 Comunction
instrument
19 A continent
12 Note of scale
(ebb,)
14 Gave medicine
21 College official
to
22 Dines
Declared
17
unreadily
24 Walk
20 Danish island
-26 Speech'
impediment
23 Cooled lava
• •28 Beverage
24 Sun god
29 Eagle's nest
25 Fine ravelings
31 Fate
27 Indigent
33 Man's nickname
30 Weird
34 units
32 Cries like cow
36 Space
35 Salts
38 Sun god
40 Allowance for
waste
42 Bellows
45 New Deal
agency (inn.)
47 Distance
measure
49 Winter vehicle
50 Part of church
52 Father
54 Printer's
measure
55 Prefix: down
56 Platitude
59 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
61 Tavern
63 Makes into
so
65 Tears
66 A continent
(abbr.)
67 Foetlike port

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportawirter
The New Concord Redbirds
boys' and girls' teams are the
County Grade School Softball
Champions. The Redbird boys
defeated the Lynn Grove boys
Last week 9-5 while the Concord
girls romped the Lynn Grove.
girls 13-3.
In the girls' contest, New
Concord scored three runs in
the first inning and coasted to

Steve Cunningham pitched
the Redbird boys to the win by
allowing only three hits in
picking up his seventh win of the
year.
Lynn Grove took a 4-0 lead in

came across with the tying run
as McDaniel hit a sacrafice fly.
New Concord scored four
times in the sixth inning to pick
up the win. Cunningham ignited
the rally with a tie-breaking
homer. Singles by Herndon,

the top of the second inning as
Coach Bob Allen's Redbirds
committed four errors. But
Concord came back to cut the
lead to one in the bottom half of
the frame as 0.B. Garland
socked a three run homer. Each
team scored a single tally in the
third and going into the fourth,
Lynn Grove held a 5-4 lead.
Garland and Eaker reached
base in the Redbird half of the
fourth with singles. Garland
took third on Eaker's single and

1.

Eaker, McDaniel, Gibson and-f
Pittman accounted for three
more insurance runs.
Rogers, Vance and Calhoun
all picked up hits for Coach
Freed Curd's losing Wildcats.
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20" ELECTRIC

41111

FAN

.41/,‘

STRONG

PLAY GYM

10'2"

•Unassembled

21/5C.

88

LEGS AND
TOP OAP

88

A- play haven for the K ids and good exercise too.
This Blazon gymset includes 2 swings with
white plastic coolvent seats, air glide with white
plastic coolvent seats and 4 passenger coolvent
lawn swing. Ten feet, two inches overall length.

Compare at 12.88
You know the hot days are
ahead. Why wait and swelter.
Buy now and save. Electric
breezebox
fan
with
five
blades and safety grill.

as

Big K Reg . 46.88

'Open
Sunday

re,

Use your bank
credit card at
Big K.

1-6

REVLON
REVLON
Badminton Protein
& Herbal
Frost & Glow
Set
SHAMPOO
Kit
s'•'•
•••

Roux

Fanciful
Rinse

88c

7.ov..•lone

?
tg

1<
0
z

Compare
at 1.99

ill

I

Two-player
wood shaft set
in carrying case. Includes
net, shuttle cock and two
rackets.

2.50 Value

,

AQUAMARINE
PROTEIN &HERBAL :

SHAMPOO
Regular, Dry.
, Oily.

iry
=,

1

(6928)

JELLY
Th CANDY,-

394

for

2 LB.

10 OZ.

Shelled - - -

37t

in Black or White
•Easy Care Manmade Crinkle Patent Uppers
•Cross-Strap Style witkOpen Toe
•Soft Foam lining and Cushioned Innersole
$ 1 66

'tele

Newest Thing In jennis!

Chrome Steel
Tennis Rackets

for WOMEN

(Imported)

-

O( coco maltlets.

LOUNGER
Sizes to
10

Choose from:
40range slices
Spiced jelly drops
'
ISpearmint leaves
---4 -Fruit slices
4 OZ,

,4

Your choice of
mint lets
butter lets,
spearmintlets

'

Pint Size

BROCK

2
31c

OPEN TOE

Special Purchase!

•

MINTLETS

33

Wm—
Summer and- baseball seem to
to together. Get the practice
you need with this practice
helmet
28 inch bat,
and

Perk up your drab
hair with this easy
to use Revlon 'kit.

BROCK

Baseball & I Unshelled
Helmet Set Sunflower
Seeds

11111

Fantastic savings
on this popular rinse
in your favorite
shades.

Rec. Value 5.50

12 oz. Size

Sa00a
vSUDS

GioNmr

•

The newest for
clean hair-by Revlon-naturalk.-

11111

8 TRACK STEREO

Only $ 1088 "

CAR TAPE,.
PLAYER

ROYAL COURT

TENNIS BALLS

WITH SPEAKERS
Model D.S. 813
ONLY

$2988

Made in England
Container of 3
$ 1 66

Only
V

9-9 Mon.-Sat

Bel Air Shopping Center

1-6 Sundays

* Acres of Free Parking *
We Reserve The Right to limit Quantities

kolumicaft0

753-8777

V

...,41111••••••••••••••••1. Av.
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Custom tailors bow
to ready-to-wear
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK IUPII Some of New York's chic and
glamorous custom tailors are
adding readyao-wear lines to
their business but don't expect
bargain prices. Most of them
are downright expensive. But
style you get.
Four who spring to mind are
Dimitri for Italy, Roland
Melendandri, Dunhill Tailors
and Lino Lentini, whose
custom tailored products run
anywhere from $375 to $475
- and those are one pants
suits. The ready made suits, in
general, will run well Over
2200 on rverage with some at
$325.
Dunhills, a bastion of
elegance. gets $455 for a
custom suit for which there are
-three fittings ranging from the
-firsT-beitreet-ap tryon to-the
final, fitting. For $300 there
are "special order- suits in
which they cut a pattern but
have only the final fitting.
The ready made is in the
same classic cut which Leon
Block likes to refer to as a real
international look -fitted but
in a gentlemanly fashion and
with lapels that are not so wide
they might go out of fashion
overnight. Block introduced
the ready-to-wear suits a year
or so ago and has been successful at $235.
Meledandri, a cool aand
aloof man who sometimes
upstages his own customers, is
generally regarded es the most
in of the in tailors, with a mice
range that runs from S400 to
$475 for his custom tailored
suits. They have some mystical
fashion quality that makes
men happy to pay those prices.
For the "poor" he has introduced a range of off-therack suits for $195 to $245 but
is designing a lower priced line
for fall that will run $125 to

$175. his Meledandri It line.
Lino Lentini, an earnest
young Italian who dresses a lot
of the theatrical crowd in
custom made suits that range
from $375 to $450. also is
going into the ready-made
clothing business "in about a
month' with prices that will
range from $250 to $325.
Busy man
Lentini is busy at the
moment with all sorts of
projects -a contract to make
thousands of tan uniforms for
the
Tan
International
Limousine service which rents
out tan limousines all over the
world, costumes for Ben
Gemara in a new movie
"Afion'", which is supposed to
be Turkish for "drugs." and
which will have clothes like
those worn in "the Godfathermince-Gazzare will be involved
in the narcotics racket. And in
the meantime he is turning out
some "unconstructed- suits
Ino padding( in denim, suede
and leather at $175-225
readymade and $275-325
custom tailored.

Museum tells story
of youths' heroism

exactly the suit Mao Tse-tung
might wear, even though Mao
wears quilted clothing. This
one came both in black and
brown and was shown with
wool denim pants, not padded.
The Couturier line has the
real Dimitri look - very
shaped with some flare to the
skirt, two buttons and with
4pleats and cuffs on the pants.
The lapels are 4 1/2 inches
wide and there is a deep center
vent to emphasize the flare.
au.
There were a lot of three piece
The Calloway County 4--H Club has introduced a new
project on
suits, some in Italian flannel small engines.
The project began on April 8, and meets every
and one with faint horizontal ether
Saturday
to
teach
boys about small engine operations.
and vertical pin stripes for a
checkered effect.
There were a lot of spectacular things in the ready-towear line, including a four
piece outfit - a three-piece
suit and a matching doublebreasted coat, belted, eight
buttons, extremely long center
vent. The fabric was in pale
tan with a big window pane
plaid.
He used a lot of Loden cloth
in sports wear, including a five
button straight front walking
suit trimmed in leather, and in
forest green. There was Loden
in camel with quilted gun
patch yokes fore and after, a
3/4 length cotton coat in
quilted cotton, lots of leather
and suede and, very sporty: a
walking suit with a 3/4 length
loden coat with an elastic belt
back and four pockets, and
matching pants with four
patch pockets.

NEW MARKET, Va.
I UPI - More than 100 years
ago 247 teen-aged cadets
marched 80 miles in four days
of rain and mud to join
Confederate forces and help
turn back a Union Army
threat to the Shenandoah
Valley.
Ten of them were killed and
47 wounded in the bloody
battle of New Market on May
15, 1864.
Today, a mile north of this
town in northwestern Virginia
stands the Hall of Valor, a $1
million memorial-museum
honoring these unbearded
youths who marched from
their classrooms into the full
fury of war.
Inside the museum the story
of the cadets from the Virginia
Military Institute is told in
photographs, letters, personal
longings and an awardwinning motion picture.
Interpretive markers continue
the story across the 160-acre
New Market Battlefield park.VMI is at Lexington, about
80 miles south of here. The
cadets were ordered to join
Confederate troops defending
the
valley
by
John
Breckinridge, commander for
western Virginia. who was vice
president under President
James Buchanan from 1857 to
1861.
The courage of the cadets,
who had never been under fire,
has become legendary in these
parts. Each May 15 an
elaborate full dress review
honors them at VMI. Here at
New Market on the preceding
Sunday (May 14 this year I,
authentically-uniformed
enthusiasts
representing
various Union and Confederate units from several
states stage a reenactment of
the battle before thousands of
spectators.
'Hall of Valor'
The Hall of Valor is constructed in modern design of
native stone and a new
"weathering- steel whose
surface has oxidised to a
protective
brown. The
building's low silhouette
blends into the countryside
while the rust-colored steel
hints at old weapons abandoned on long-ago battlefields.
Inside, there is a spectacular
contemporary window of
heilvst staineerrittass. After
watching the film, which lasts

about 15 minutes, visitors exit
into a plate-glass viewing area
which provides a panorama of
not only the entire battlefield
but of the beautiful countryside.
In the large two-story
Virginia Room, visitors can
follow the chronological story
of the entire Civil War from
Fort Sumter to Appomattox.
Interpretive maps and graphic
displays are supplemented
with dioramas and other threedimensional exhibits equipped
with voice narrations.
Another area is devoted to
special displays, including a
life-sized model of an artillery
unit in action, the first
machine gun and the repeating
rifle among others.
'You
can
trice
the
movements of the cadets in a
self-guided walking tour of the
battlefield to the ridge where
replicas.of- -Union• _cannon
stand. From scenic overlooks
here, you can look almost 209
feet straight down to the
Shenandoah River.
The battlefield park and
museum were made possible

through a bequest to VMI by
George R. Collins, a 1911
alumnus. It is operated as a
non-profit educational facility
and is open daily from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Admission charges
are $I for adults and 50 cents
for children 7-13. There is no
charge for children under 7.
New Market is only a few
hours
by
car
from
Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, and
Richmond. Look for Exit 67
on Interstate 81.
The area offers many other
attractions. Within easy reach
are. ski resorts, beautiful golf
courses, unusual rock formations, the world-famous
Luray and other caverns and
the renowned Skyline Drive.
Lodging and eating facilities
are numerous.
PLAN BACKFIRED
NELSPRUIT, South Africa
(AP) - A light airplane seeding clouds to prevent hail was
badly damaged when it was
forced to land by the drenching
rain it helped create.

He also was working on a
fashion show.
Dirnitri. the first of the
"super-tailors- to follow the
FOR A VACATION TO REMEMBER
Italian tradition of putting on
huge and dazzling men's
fashion shows in New York,
has three price ranges;
Custom made at $425. a
"Couturier" line at $300-325
of hand-tailored clothing and a
ready-to-wear line at S225250, also hand tailored. And
there are four buttons which
work,on every sleeve, which a
lot of people find important. May 18, 1972
This is the Life! Gracious livHe recently won a bit of Aputm 109
4-H boys practice their marksmanship at the May meeting of
ing in clublike atmosphere.
fame by producing for a movie NURSERY 8
Private ocean beach and
the Calloway County 4-H Club, held at the Murray State
company a "Henry A.
fresh water pool. King-size
University
Rifle
Range.
Kissinger tuxedo- which was a
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
rooms. Sumptuous suites with
quilted dinner jacket in honor
private balconies. Close to
of the Peking visit but not
DISMISSALS
all Florida fun spots. Personal
Master James Richard
friendly hospitality by ownermanagement.
Williams, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss
Terri Lynne Malcomb, Rt. 1,
Efficiency Apts.—Roorns
One Bedroom Apts,---Air conditioned
Hazel, Master Bradley Thomas
Affiliated with Ruttger Resorts
Old, Gatesborough Estates,
in Minnesota and Florida
Murray, Master Thomas Keith
For Color Brochure write
Calhoun, Rt 4, Cadiz, Mrs. Willa
W. D. Ruttger
By Fred Gillum
Joyce
Beasley,
RUTTBER'S
BY THE SEA
Rt.
stroke
1,
engines
and disassemDick has had an old
Many people still believe 9-H bled 2 horizontal 4-stroke
4860 El Mar Drive
Springville
,
Tenn.,
By VERNON SCOTT
Mrs.
bunkhouse converted into an
Lauderdale By The Sea, Fla. 33308
is a program for children living engines.
UPI Hollywood
office for himself. The out- Modena Annie McClure, Rt. 5,
Tel 305/564-4351
on
the
farm,
Correspondent
but
we
are
serving
Murray,
Mrs.
Avie
Jane
Jones,
standing piece of furniture
A Small Engines Parts Quiz is
HOLLYWOOD (UPII - there is a bettered roll-top desk Rt, 1, Hazel, George William youngsters from the county and
planned . for the next meeting,
Dick Van -Dyke has become where he works on his scripts. Jones, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Olia city.
• along with a session on car• of a recline, since..leta.amseidees have
.sisegi P.arker
Bo.42-1,4ag Twcrgoed examples of watt'Ot toleration, ignition systesrn and
''''';'-e--ivel- Ariz-,''.Viiii-Dyke's home or Murray, Mrs. Mary Ella
away from old fnends. the out. He has conspired inside
with the Garland, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. I'm talking" about are the new trouble-shooting.
Hollywood treadmill and
Rifle Safety and Small Engines
town folk laot to tell tourists Mary Rozelle
smog.
Starks (expired), Projects. These two educational
where he lives.
600
He and his wife. Marjorie,
Broad
St.,
Murray.
"So far not one of the local
projects provide valuable exlive in a contemporary 17has finked on me," Van
perienced
to boys in both the
year-old house that sits in the
said happily. "We
city and county.
middle of 180 acres of Re om go out anyplace at all.
rangeland. Cave Creek itself
Why should we? And I can't
The Rifle Project which
runs through their arid
remember the last time we had
began in January will come to
property giving it more anyone in for dinner."
an end with the June meetihg.
greenery than most of the
There is a swimming pool on
acreage in the vicinity.
The May meeting was held at
the property which the entire
To give the place a feeling of Imlay enjoys. It is one of
the Murray State University
the
the genuine West Dick has few merits of modern
Rifle Range. The 9-H members
stocked his "ranch" with five civilization-on -Manumit.
were
competing
in
a
steers, a cow and two horses.
When the Van Dykes seek_
marksmans hip---ecin test.
He doesn't do much horse- company - which is insupervised by 4-H 4eaders from
back riding himself, but his frequent enough - they visit
daughters. Carrie Beth. 10, the Cave Creek Corral, an
the Local Army Reserve Unit.
and Stacy. 17, enjoy riding
olcitime western saloon in the
TheStme meeting will include
around the ranch. Dick's sons little town. It's a hangout for
no longer live at home. cowboys and prospectors, most
an overnight trip to .the Land
Christian is married and
Between the Lakes and an
of whom have never heard of
Barry, 20. works as a
educational program on wildlife
Van Dyke because they don't
production assistant on his
Call limt
watch television. -„,l
conservation. Awards of acfather's weekly TV show. He
The Cave Creek Corral is
complishme
nts
will
also
be
lives 40 miles away in
the social center for the area. Q. What is the name of this presented to the members who
Phoenix.
Van Dyke hp attended
cut of meat?
have completed the project and
Marjorie has furnished the
lie • Sells
weddings there.
A. Pork Blade Steaks.
house to conform to the rugged
to the winners of the
Dick
and
his
father-in-law
country. Everything is simple
inter
s?7:4 Firv
have a small garden where Q. Where do they come from? Marksmanship Contest.
and serviceable.
they
How
are
identified?
they
plant tomatoes, onions
Fier.;dip.
The floors are all tile and
The Small Engines Project is
and radishes. Rabbits and A. Pork blade steaks are cut
require no rugs or carpets. The
realtively
new 4-H Project
squirrele eat everythingIsm.the
from the Boston shoulder. a
walls are free of bric-a-brac
tomatoes.
Most include the flat blade that should interest everyone
except for Indian artifacts
The nearest motion picture
bone; others are boneless. who uses small engines,
Dick has dug up on the
theater is 40 miles distant, pro
whether it be lawn mowers, go
property. The four-bedroom
Q. How are they prepared?
• house has. a connecting the Van Dykes content A. By braising or broiling in- carts, motor bikes or outboard
themselves with television.
apartment in which Marjorie's
doors or out.To broil, place motors. Small engines and
Both Marjorie and Dick are
• parents live.
•..„
steaks,
amateur.
cut 4,42 to V4 inch petroleum power play an imarcheologi
st!
. and
BeCause Marjorie and the
constantly
on-liroiler
prowl
,
4 and dig
-thick
rack or portant role in our day to day
girls- do the cooking and
around their property for
grill 3 to 4 inches Item lives.-The project began April 8
housekeeping it is unnecessary
other
remnants of the' Hohokam
heat. Broil at moderate and -meets .every
for the family to hire even a
Indian
tribe,
which
Once
purpose
morning.
Saturday
The
temperatu
until
wen
re
cleaning lady.
inhabited the area. So far Dick
done, 20 to 25 mintitee. • of this pro)act iin't to nudte
Almost all of the walls in the
has found pots, bowls and axe
turtling and brushing with small engines mechanics out of
house are made of alma, taking
heads.
advantage of sweeping vistas
barbecue sauce occasion- our -4-H'ers but to give our boys
Van
Dyke,
in
boots
and
of mountains, deserts and the
ally, it desired. To braise, a better understanding of the
jeans,
is
a
mvpit
peace
with
cottonwood trees and shrubs • the world.
brown steaks (whole or in principles of the internal
sotrativ
IV.
c
i
es eight
along the creek. Another view
strips), add seasonings and combustion engine,and take the
mil
-to
--Studio,
provides a hreath-taking
small amount of liquid. mystery out of machines by
in his jeep to work each day
panorama of meivas, buttes and
cover and cook slowly until finding out how engines work;
and straight back home again
mountains.
well done,40 to 60 minutes learning how to take them
at night.
apart,and-to put them together
again. The project also help's 4H'ers and their families save
The Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. wishes to salute the members of the Murray
money by learning to time an
-Calloway. County Board of Realtors
during National Realtor Week for their outstanding contribution in the
engine, service and repair of
development of Murray and Calloway
County.
We
as
a
leading
institution
are fully aware of their value to the community. With this in mind
minor problems, and increase
we salute the
following members:
the life of their lawn mowers
engines
and
proper
with
care
Lasso
and maintenance.
C. 0, Bond-UT-int Real Estate
LORC
Mansions
Guy Spann Realty
Harding Galloway Real Estate
Donald R. Tucker Real Estate
Robert Overby is the Small
Claude Miller Real Estate
H. T. Waldrop Real Estate
Engines Chairman. Overby
John Randolph Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Real Estate
believes 'the project has great
Roberts Realty
Purdam & Thurman Real Estate
potential for young people in
That's what you expect from your herbicide.
both the city and county. lie Is a
-svisv"
Irk of
i.,APc,t • Ar
believer in the 441 Motto _of
"Learn By Doing." The project
PEOPLES BANK
group held its last meeting on
()It .
Saturday, May 13, in the Fenton
MCRIRAY
'MY
end Hodge Repair Shop. The
group
Industrial RDad
disassembled and
Phone 753-2921
reassembled two verticle 4-

Hospital Report

Van Dyke loves his
home on the range

It's Not All Cows
And Pigs In 4-H

PUITGEE's
By riff SEA__9

\

'Realtor
Weel

AI

Rea

P'11111,"""

May 21-27, 1972

REALTOR® A professional in real estate who subscribes to a strict code
of ethics as a member of the local
and state boards and of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards.

Certainly Lasso plus
Lorox* tank mix
controls pigweed
in soybeans.

CALLO WAY COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOC., Inc.
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It was
china
Murray High School Senior Class of 1922—bottom row, left to right,
Martha Wadlington, Fannie Allison, Matt Sparkman, Sadie
Padgett, Albetine Burton, Frank Berry, Mr.Glascow,teacher, Mr.
Hutison, principal, Audie Green,Raymou Durk, Ruby Waldrop,
Mary Roberts, Percie Glascow; second row, Trellis McKee!, Dura
Story. Bessie Swann. Wells Purdom, Mary Robinson, Marion
Kennedy, Ruthe Lawrence, Orvis Perdue, Myrtle Jones, Mary Florence Wear, Daniel Wear,
Ruth Waterfield, Eron Howard; third
row, Anna Diltz Holton, Lois Johnson, Farmer England, Vernon
Denham, Marie Wilkerson, Rue Beale, Estell Houston, Isel Orr,
Sallie Roberts, T. Sledd, Mabel Sims, Rubene Allison, fourth row, Mabel
Waldrop, Ryan Imes, Huron Rtdden, Lucy Rose, Pattie
Beale, Durwood Hood, Wituiefred Thomas, Annie Gatlin, Buron
Jeffrey, Francis Coleman. Teachers were Miss McElrath, Miss
Blakemore, Mary Stice, and Mrs. Scott.

Murray High Class Of 1922 Was Largest Class Up To That Time
By Mrs. Ottis Patton
Fifty years ago on May 17,
the largest class that had ever
graduated from Murray High
School was recorded at that
time, Lynn Grove and Almo
were only two year high schools
at the time, so we drew some
good students from that part of
the country.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells was
working hard to draw the
college to Murray and he
wanted this picture to show how
many in this county were ready
for college. Some members of
the class didn't get there on
time so they went out and got
several people who worked

•

around the square to fill in for
the picture. Four that I
remember who didn't get there
were Thelma Lawrence, Voris
Denham, Ruth Denham, and
Lorena Pickard.
Wine glass shape
NEW YORK 1UPD —
Wine drinkers may like to
know that a committee of the
International Organization for
Standardization 110S1 has
reached agreement on the
shape of a standard winetasting glass. Authorities lean
to the elongated egg shape.
The tulip shape was voted
down as less suited to rapid,
accurate appraisal of bouquet.
Space-age seamstress

test ....MIAs..

Quite a few of our number are
dead including Frank Berry,
Orvis
Perdue,
Farmer
England, Rue Beale, Estelle
Houston, Mabel Sims, Rubene
Allison, Annie Gatlin, Francis
Coleman, and Durwood Hool.
Possibly others have died that
we haven't kept in touch with
through the years.
Those in the group picture
that were not in our class include Herman Broatt, Lurelle
Sledd, Lois Self, Thelma
Allison, Sallie Stark, Kirk Pool,
Verna Robertson, Lillian Tyre,
and Mr. Shipman, a teacher
standing about the others. This
picture should give the

youngsters a look back at our
styles then.
Tourists invading Iran
NEW YORK IUPII —
American
tourists
are
beginning to discover the
exotic land of Omar Khayyam.
says the Iran National Tourist
Organization, which estimates
more than 500.000 travelers
will visit the country this year.
Tourism, now the (mirth
largest industry in Iran, has
been increasing since the Shah
threw a $100 million party last
October for70 heads of state to
celebrate the 2,500th anniversary of the founding of
the Persian Empire.

NEW YORK alP11 — Dr.
Carl Eisdorfer looks at
problems of the aged and
aging from all angles and sees
— "a time bomb.In an interview the
president of the Geronto
Society of America talked
about how the complex
problems of the 20 million
Americans over 65 tend to be
ignored — in terms of what
should be done to niake the
last stage of life more worth
living.
"It's a time bomb," he said.
"By 1990 there will be 38
minion over 65."
Dr. Eisendorfer, a professor
of psychiatry, is director of the
Center for the Study of Aging
and Human Development,
Duke University Medical
Center, Durham. N.C.
"Aging is a complex biopsycho-social process," he
said. "Mandatory retirement
at age 65 complicates it. There
is 00 basis biologically, why
people should retire at 65.
Some of the ociai and
economic problems come from
being retired."
Other problems stem from
stereotyping of the-mad
something that makes Dr.
Ekidorfer coin a new
called ''agism.- He thinks it's
as bad or worse than racism Or
sexism.
The stereotyping holds that
the aged are lonely, poor.
bedridden, incompetent
human beings. Those who live
alone may be lonely. One-third
to one-fourth live below the
poverty line.
"But only four per cent are
in institutions," Dr. Eisdorfer
said.
The able among the aged
are hurt by more than compulsory retirement. The) are
also hurt, according to the
psychiatrist, by the general
refusal to hire anyone over 65,
by attitudes toward housing
for the aged 1he's for options
on housing and doesn't believe
in segregating the agedl..
Among the myths about the
aged is that after the age of
middle sixties one loses intelligence.
He said research has shown
there is no drop in intelligence,
provided the person is free of
high blood pressure. lAmong
those with a history of
hypertension there is some
falling off of brainpower. The
blood pipelines in the brain
have been damaged by the

surges of high blood pressure.
'Phey may be 90 damaged that
they aren't able to carry
enough oxygen-transporting
blood to the brain. Then
thought processes are lessened
or dulted.I
Dr. Eisdorfer's center is
doing research on learning
among older persons. Other
points he made include:
—Society needs to invest
more in research to make older
persons more productive, to
give them options.
—Science is convinced that
the rate of aging is speeded up

if persons are treated like "old
people.'
—It is an incredible fallacy
that old persons don't need
much money. Even five to 10
years before retirement, on
bigger incomes, those approaching the magic age of 65
have money problems. Eightyfive per cent of them have
financial difficulties.
—It is true that the aged
person's body isn't what it
used to be. Two thirds to threequarters have one chronic
illness. Nearly half have two
chronic illnesses.
—Much more research on

normal aging must be clone
before society comes to grips
with the problems of the aged.
The field of geriatrics — the
branch of medicine that deals
with the diseases and probleins
of aging — for all practical
purposes was untouched until
the last 20 years, and still isn't
getting too much attention.
Dr. Eisdorfer said research
at Duke has shown that it's
stupid to look at the elderly
and say — "you can't teach an
old dog new tricks."
Older persons can learn new
things quite well if the material
isn't presented too rapidly.

Destined to be noticed. A feminine
shape with delicate trim.
Stepping right up to pamper a
prettier you.

r Black Patent
r Blue Patent
v White Patent

ADAMS SHOES
Open Friday Nights

Downtown Murray
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NATIONAL REALTOR WEEK - MAY 21-27
THESE FINE REALTORS ARE MEMBERS OF MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
THEY ARE READY TO SERVE YOU!!
1. Your listing is circulated to all member Multiple Listing
Service Realtors.
2. Your listing agent and all the associated Multiple Listing
Service members will look after your best interests.
3. Your Multiple Listing Service Realtor knows real estate
and what it is worth.

Advantages of A Multiple Listing Service

4. The Multiple Listing Service Realtor is familiar with taxes,
market values and mortgage money.
S. The Multiple Listing Service broker knows what real estate
is available in the community and can readily help you find a
house, farm, vacant or commercial property.

It

C. 0. Bondurant Real Estate
Harding Galloway Real Estate
Claude L. Miller Real Estate
PurdoM & Thurman Real Estate

Gall Your

Roberts Realty Company

GRealtol
'
-

Guy Spann Realty

Town & Country Real Estate

He Sells
cillmetia'FirstGEVerglay.

John Randolph Realty

Donald R. Tucker Real Estate
H. T. Waldrop Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Real Estate

Multiple Listing Service
tors
way
the

of the Multiple
Selling? Listing _Members
Service work together to

Listing Setvice is
Buying?designed..Multiple
for your convenience of

provide the finest sales exposure for
your property. Each member activily
works to sell your real estate.

buying property. A visit to your
favorite broker enables you to inspect
all property listed with any Multiple
Listing Service Member.

ICC.TOP • p..4stsstets,
•rtro sub•crobe• to •0..1 cads C•11%c•
m • rtwoMmA ty, Ole
sotd slats bemele ond
S. Notoenal •••ecl•Ito. ot,Iles. Eels*. Dosed.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE MEMBERS
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Lindema n Island is a Shangri-la

Get eyeful
and tankful

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

SAN MATEO,Calif. IUPI
—The customer gets an eyeful
as well as a tankful at a gas
station here.
Carl Faye, owner of a Shell
station, has beautiful girls in
hot pants or short skirts
pumping gas and he says
"business is up 29 per cent
since the girls started
working...
"The girls are my answer to
the gas wars." he said.
But Faye, 31. and his girls
insist it's the service that
counts. The customer gets all
the windows scrubbed and a
free vacuuming.
"It isn't a women's lib
thing." said Cindy Logan. 25,
who wears a micro-mini over
hotpants.
"I just dig working on cars,
I've been working on them all
nis life,I took auto shop when
I was in school.-

LINDEMAN ISLAND, Australia — If your need is a quiet
vacation from city turmoil, this
is the place you have been
dreaming about. It is ShangriLa, with conveniences.
It is a South Sea island experience in tranquillity and relaxation. It can give you a day, a
week or a month on a fabled
desert island. And, when you
have explored Lindeman, you
have another 100 or more volcaruc islands to explore, without worry of traffic jams.
Lindeman is 60 miles and a
half an hour into the Pacific
and northeast of Mackay, east
coast Australian city in the
state of Queensland. Although
the
building.
of
pictured
front
is
the
school
in
in
1911
year
School
Rural
Bethel
The student body of
only 30 minutes away from the
Front row, left to right, Buren Poyner, Alvy Farris, Herbert Miller, unknowe, Ryan Rowland, Holton most modern civilization, it is a
Poyner,Olaf Brelsford, Waylon Rayburn, Rube Rowland, Allen, Ewe)Rowland, Troy Miller; second world removed from that civilirow, Jessie Allen, Arlo Outland, Ora Calhoun, Jewel Alien, Reset Allen, unknown, Verdie Miller. v.-taboo It is part of the islands
Grade Poyner, Gladys Poyner, Otie Allen, Ruth Tolley, unknown, Edgar Farris, and the coral growths that
Beverly Zachreson, 19,
Roy Miller, Harvey Woods; third row, Allen Wells, Forrest Poyner, Charlie Farris, Maud Farris,' make up Australia's Great
works in a two piece purple
Crisp, Ruby Tolley, unknown, Barrier Reef — an aquatic
velvet hot pants outfit and says
Fannie Miller, Maud Miller, Byron Poyner, Dwight Crisp, Carl
ihe is "very comfortable."
Bryan Tolley, Leland Poyner, Bernard Rowland, Rupert Anderson; fourth row, Clifford Phillips, wonderland of undersea color
Elizabeth Brelsford, Sanoma Poyner,Paul Poyner,(aryls Wells, Ethel Poyner, Helen Poyner, Annie and strange growth.
Miss Zachreson said in the
This island, along with others
Underwood, teacher; back row, Raymond Tolley, Rhoda Outland, Lena Watkins, Lois Lassiter,
two weeks she has worked she
Poyner, Obera Wells, Ivan Futrell, Beatrice Crisp, Sally Hatcher, Beatrice Underwood, of the Whitsunday Passage,
Hontas
tires
balance
to
learned
has
was discovered by Capt. James
David Watkins, Lilburn Rayburn, and Maynard Rowland.
"and things like that."
Cook, and a visitor today feels a
close association with life as it
was over 200 years ago. The
birds are as free as they might
be anywhere man has not invaded and the air is rent with
their happy songs almost 24
hours a day — the songs of 92
Already operating an 85-foot
Operational since 1964, Tid- shifted to an Australian station different varieties. They inBy JOHN PINKERMAN
at Honeysuckle Creek, 11 miles
busy
is
antenna
eight
that
has
expanded
conbinbilla
Copley News Service
clude the white cockatoo, the
hours a day following Pioneer tinually since in its responsibil- south of here. Honeysuckle, figtard, the whistling
eagle,
Orand
Carnarvon
Woomera,
TIDBINBILLA — Nestled X, streaking toward Jupiter, ities under the management of rural Valley are other tracking many types of finches, the
National
a
Tidbinbilla
Aerois
the
Propulsion
Laboratory,
Jet
among rolling green'hills, gazstations spread throughout crested tern, something called
ing sheep, campers and enthu- nautics and Space Administra- Pasadena, Calif. The original Australia.
the great knot and many oththe
contion
under
joint
facility
cost, mostly in NASA funds.
siastic trout fishermen is an
ers.
axiomatic
almost
it's
"Yes,
was $6.5 million but many addiThe weather, except for ocAustralian tracking station of trol of the United States and
that we will have a role in the
tional millions have been
casional storms of wind and
significant importance to the Australia.
has
other
several
Australia
-poured into expansion since. Viking shot," Scrivener said. rain, is warm the year around,
U.S. exploration of deep space.
outer space tracking facilities.
"We expect to have the 210- Viking is the 1975 space shot evenings cooled by tradevrinds
Occupying 10 acres of pas- more than any country other
foot dish in operation by mid- providing for an instrumented and the island protected from
toral land about 25 miles south- than the United, States. In
1973," Bernard Scrivener, ad- landing on Mars — perhaps on .the most severe southeast
west of the Australian capital tracking Pioneer X, Australia
mirustrator at the Tidbinbilla July 4, 1976, as. a Bicentennial storms by the 1,000-foot mounof Canberra, Tidbinbilla is shares this daily chore with the
said in an interview. extravaganza. "We're not tains of nearby Shaw island.
station,
Wilding a 210-foot antenna to stations at Goldstone, Madrid,
"The structural work should be committed at this time but this
There is every tropical
match the world's Largest now and Johannesburg, South Africompleted soon — you can see new dish is ideally suited for growth imaginable, but be
situated at Goldstone. Calif. ca. Pioneer X was launched
said.
Scrivener
job,"
the
that the dish looks pretty much
wary when walking under a coAnother 210-foot dish is being from Cape Kennedy on March
By the time the new 210-foot conut tree lest you get beaned
complete. Then we'll have the
set up in Madrid. i
3.
matter of installing control in- antenna is operational, U.S. by a falling fruit.
struments and all the other funds to the tune of $17 million
The water surrounding Lintracking gear that is neces- will have been spent on it, deman is the bluest of blue and
Would you believe? - 7 Years Old Now!
bringing total U.S. outlay for toe coral ponds are an attracFAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
127 South Seventh Street
A Dallas firm is the general Australian stations to over $70 tion for young and old — a view
Mayfield - Phone 247-1289
contractor for the 210-foot an- million. Defending these ex- through a glass-bottomed boat,
their
Thanks to the people of Murray and Calloway County for
tenna, with several other U.S. penditures Scrivener said, a plane ride to the major reefs
full
this
of
success
year
seven
the
for
and
support
continued growing
authorized
and Australian companies as "There is lots of needed science for a fascinating air view 80
service travel agency, first and still the only travel agent
wait , No
to sell and write airline tickets at Mayfield While you
subcontractors. The facility is coming from these trackings rules further into the Pacific or
service charge Airport prices
operated, both the 85-foot and in the case of Pioneeer X, ,an 114iolir round trip boat ride
air tickets we sell
In addition to regular business and personal
motoi
tracker now in operation and 22 months en route to Jupiter, to the distant reefs, including a
charter groups, snip cruises, Amtrak rail tickets, note, ano
all foreign and domestic travel
accommodations, car rentals
the new bigger dish when it is there is lots of in-flight science
staff
Our
cheques.
Traveler's
Flight, travel and baggage insurance
and
ready,
information
almost exclusively by a being received that is of great
Advice,
expert
cruise
and
travel
,ncluOeS a foreign
staff of 100 Australians. This importance.Ilerature free We are appointed by American Express, Thos. Cook
Globus,
While the Australians oper8. Sons, Percival Tours, MaupintOurs, Gateway Holidays,
figure will expand to more than
companies.
Carted, Caravan, AITS, Travel World. many other tour
ate Tidbinbilla, NASA gives the
Pan Am
150 next year.
Special student deals! Eurall Passes_ Europabus.
Tidbinbilla will be a vital link tracking orders. "This work
floteibus We honor the same credit caros the airlines do No
obligation Talk to us'
now t Pioneer Xi is real 'breadin
tracking Apollo 16, another
MURRAY REPRESENTATIVE: SANDI ARMSTRONG
manned NASA trip to the moon and-butter' tracking," ScrivePhone 767-6156
with scheduled lift-off April 16, ner said. "It is a long and tediand will be involved in Apollo 17 ous job with the computers
in December. At that time the storing lots and lots of data for
tracking of Pioneer X will be analysis over the years by the
scientists."
.Some Australian scientists
and astronomers are anxious to
make use of the new facility
when it becomes operational.
"This is one of the best places
in the,Southern Hemisphere to
r
stud-v
heavens," Scrivener
said, "and the radio astronomers are literally lined up for
a chance here. NASA has said
Reg. '1.66 ea.
ea.
that when not in use on their
Bring any number. You must present this
missions, it will be OK for the
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Australian astronomers to use
Boone's Cleaners.
the dish."
Coupon Good thru
In the meantime, Australian
May 31, 1972
•
technicians watch their instruments closely for NASA — another indication of the close cooperation in many fields that
BOONE'S
typifies U.S.-Australian relations.

KEY U.S. PROGRAM

Australians keep track of satellites

FAR Litimcdls

In April of 1972 the office of the Kentucky Association for Retarded Children in Frankfort.
was flooded by the Kentucky River and office equipment and supplies destroyed by the high
waters. Please help this non-profit organization which serves the 98,000 retarded of
Kentucky continue their much needed work as advocates for, the retarded. Thank you in
advance for your tax-deductible gift.

ADDRFS.S

YOUR NAME
Contribution $

Ad donated by
Please clip and return to 11p4Rc—111LA Bridge Street, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

We, the undersigned, being Registered Democrat Voters
in the State of Kentucky, hereby request that Governor

MEN'S SUITS

Wendell Ford and J. R. Miller, Chairman Democratic State
Central Executive Committee, urge the uncommitted

celadies Pant Suits
994

Delegates to vote for

Governor George Wallace

SHIRTS
LAUNDEREDS
4for99c

You'll ,enjoy the extra
closet space at home

Well Sanitone dryclean
all your garments and protect them
with our
guaranteed
mothproPfing.
They'll
come
back
looking
and feeling like
new Cal!
us today

HEARING AIDS
50"0 OFF

Stand Up For America!

TRAVEL
AGENCY -

Store
your
winter
clothes
in our
closet.

chance to walk on the reef at any thief would have a difficelt of their system. There are
low tide even though the water time getting his loot off the lee things to do here but mostly
a few feet away is 300 feet deep. land, where transportation is this is a place of simple relaxaThere is a golf course here — closely controlled. Nicolson tion — and the barrier reef exsix holes, including one 435- owns the air service that flies perience."
between here and Mackay and
For this holiday from the
yard par 5 hole. It was carved
he owns most of the boats.
realities of a harsh business
out of the volcanic hillsides and
someday there will be nine
Visitors seem to make world, Nicolson's resort
holes (now golfers with rented friends quickly and with gen- charges $35 a day per couple,
dubs play six holes three times uine interest. Dining seats are American ;gen — and the food
for their 18) for those who can- assigned,even napkin rings are is excellent.
not simply relax amid the trop- assigned and the inclination is
The rate also includes mornical quiet of the island. There for people to get along together. ing and afternoon tea I the sinare two airstrips, one 3,800 feet The swimming, boating, shell gle person rate is $19.50 per
and one 2,200 feet, and two-en- hunting and other relaxing ac- day I.
gined five-seaters bring tour- tivities contribute to a general
"This is considerably more
ists here from the mainland. family holiday atmosphere and than this rate, isn't it" he said,
The main runway is grass and this seems to bring people back
pointing to an old brochure adit runs uphill but the pilots are to Lindeman.
vertising the Lindeman experiskilled and the air ride includes
"Yes," Nicolson said, looking ence, even including boat fare
a beautiful look at the waters with satisfaction at the South from the mainland, at $13 per
anckislands of Capt. Cook's dis- Pacific sunset, "I think the week in 1931. "But, we feel
covery.
beauty of the sunset brings lots we're quite competitive in 1972,
But, it is life right here on the of people back here — and perresort portico of the island that, haps someday we'll have to exThere is radio-telephone serhelps busy tourist or tired busi- pend."
vice to any "civilized" place in
nessman unwind. Australians,
Nicolson, however, is wary of the world here — but very few
Americans; New Zealanders too much expansion."This is a use such -service. This is the
and Englishmen use most of unique experience now," he place where people "get away"
the 72 units operated by the Ni- said."I suppose later there will rather than "keep in touch"
colson family, members of be pressure for expansion but and it is difficult to duplicate
whom have been here since we must be careful not to let the the experience.
1923. Lech Nicolson, about 62 place get 'too busy,' that would
TO BUY A BUS
and one of the friendliest of spoil it. This, and all these isChildren in North Dakota
Australians, is the current boss lands are part of a national
have contributed 250,000 penof the resort. Informality is his park and perhaps other places
to help buy a bus for an
rues
byword and one he has trans- will be built on lease eventually
adolescent center of a state
mitted successfully to his staff. and perhaps that would be bethospital. The North Dakota
You might say informality and ter." Nicolson owns the air serMental Health Association
the
to
friendship are practiced
vice to the island, however, and
to collect $10,000 in penhopes
extreme here: There are no perhaps he would prefer to innies.
locks on accommodation roans crease his profits that way
and visitors generally leave rather than in a bigger resort of
their doors open all day and all his own.
night.
The tourist who wants a
"Stealing?" Nicolson re- morning to midnight "prosponded to a question. "No, we gram" would not be happy
ONOCCT.40 ems MUM 11*/*-111* Md.
have no worry about that — here. "We don't try to over-or- sue
S30.95 tv. tit" -*-** I.,Sohloki-kke- tett
never have had."
ganize here," Nicolson said. tr. giw. Audi. Nee 1114,11••••• .111 sell . Wrift!
He didn't need to add that "We let them get jet fever out *.***-10CS•1110X 31 lk PODUCAO.KY 42001•

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
May 31, 1972

•••••••

800

NE

LONG COATS
Plain
ea.

Lmothproofing
FREE!

BOONE'S
Laundry 8 Cleaners
"The Cleaners Interested In You"

SEEKS,A NEW IMAGE
NEW YORK AP) — George
C Scott says he would like. to
change his image. His role as a
policeman in the Hallmark Hall
of Fame production, "The
Price." set for a May 3 television showing, is no exception..
"It's a ,matter of personality," says Scott. "If you're
forceful it comes through
whether you want it to or not.
It's hard to change your image
once you're type-cast Early in
my career I always played villains At the moment. I'm looking for a weak character to
play."

994

WALLACE NEEDS YOUR HELP!
(Fill this form in and mail to: J. R. Miller, Chairman, Ky, Democratic- Pety,
213 St. Clair, Frankfort, Ky., at once.)

WE NEED WALLACE!!
Name

Address

Sign

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
May 31, 1972

Available At All
Boone's 5 Convenient 1..ocations
/.

At the State Convention in June, 1972

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.
Story Ave,
603 Slain

8.8% personal income
rise in Hawaii tops
Hawaii's personal income increased 8.8 per cent annually
from $1.5 billion in 1960 to $3.5
billionan 1970. In contrast, the
U.S. annual increase was 7.2
per cent.
The fastest growing canponents of Waiwaii's personal income were wage and salary
disbursements; property income; and transfer payments
for unemployment compensation and retirement benefits.

City
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You always take home savings when you shop
Roses in the Central Shopping Center! Open
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday through Saturday and
16 Sunday.

A pin-on
isn't a
put-on
By GUS STEVENS
Copley News Service

Dakota
penfor an
a state
Dakota
dation
in penii

Lots of things are fun on the
rocks. Martinis, sunbathing,
fishing. And probably a few
other things that a family
newspaper must choose to ignore.
Now the rocks have moved
into men's fashion. The rocks
are generally made from
rhinestones and they can be
pinned almost anywhere on a
man's wardrobe.
The prospect of a man wearing rhinestone jewelry doubtless is a super turn-off to nine
opt of 19 men from border to
border and coast to coast. —
But, when you think about it,
it was heavy sledding for a
while when knitwear tried to
crash the men's market. And
when pink shirts were first offered. And when see-through
sports shirts were first put in
retailers' windows.
• All of these things — and a lot
more over the last three years
— made it in one degree or another. They pioneered the trail
so that other items could smash
men's wear taboos more easily.
So why not rhinestone jewelry?
That's what a guy in New
York 'named Willie Woo
thought and, after he made a
pin for a Lady friend, he got the
idea that men might turn on to
pin-on jewelry, too.
The rest is history. Willie's
doing just fine, thank you. He
quit his job and went into business with a partner. His rocks
are known across the country.
There are competitors, as
there always are in the tough
fashion business, but Woo appears to be an solid ground.
You might say on rocky
ground, and that happens to be
good for Willie.
Although the pins are
studded with flashing rhinestones, the shapes are more
masculine than those which
might adorn a lady's blouse.
A man in the financial community might be interested in
rhinestone dollar signs.
If he's looking for a fast date
on the way home he can wear
his telephone number across
his back. ( But with the inclusion of the area code the bill
might cost more than a phone
call to Hawaii.)
If he's feeling like a kid on
weekends he can pin stars
down the legs of his jeans, from
hips to shoe tops. If he's going
formal he can pin a penguin to
his dinner jacket.
How about a question mark?
He can point to it when he
doesn't know which way the
market is going.
He can draw looks with red
enameled lips on his sweater.
On election day he can wear an
elephant or a donkey.
When he's playing Peanuts,
he can wear his Red Baron airplane and feel like an ace of
aces.
All right, so you still can't
quite hack it You'll be in the
majority for some time, but be
careful you don't get left all
alone.
Remember, you might have
been the guy who stuck to his
white shirts until you were the
last one to abandon ship.
It's heroic and noble for the
captain of a sinking liner to be
the last man to leave a .dying
vessel. But in men's fashion it's
the man who takes the plunge
first who has the most fun paddling from one adventure to another.

Skylab student project
gets 80,000 requests
More than`90,000 requests for
applications to participate in
the Skylab Student project
have been made by U.S. secondary school students.
A limited number of experiments proposed by students
will be selected for performance by astronauts aboard
the 1973 Skylab earth orbital
laboratory.
Cutting the cake
NEW YORK 1E1'1 / —
When you order a wedding
cake, ask the baker or caterer
for directions for cutting it. lie
can tell you the sire, shape and
nomber of servings to Oxpect
from cakes in various designs.
Rakers and catererR sometimes
suggest that you order extra
cakes that can be sliced in the
kitchen while the bride and
bridegroom rut the ceremonial
cake in front of their guests.
This permits all guests at a
large reeeption
.to be served
promptly.

1
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Prices Good_MorLTues.-Wed, May 22-23-24
LADIES TERRY KNIT

LADIES LIGHTWEIGHT

JUMP SUITS
Stripes or

ALL WEATHER

BODY
SHIRTS

solids, zipper front,
matching tie. izes S-M-L.

COATS

Reg.
$4.99

Ideal for these cool Spring
evenings. 65% Polyester, 35%

Soft 100% Stretch Nylon
in a rainbow of lovely
colors. Sizes S-M -L.

LADIES EXTRA SIZE

Cotton., 4 Fashion Colors

NYLON SLACKS

Sizes 7-15

Regular '3.99

Asstd. Colors- Sizes 32-38

Reg.
5.96

Regular '12.88

$299

$496

10

LADIES LONG SLEEVE

.One Rack

BLOUSES.

SPRINGA SUMMER

GIRL'S NYLON

Permanent press, asstd. styles
and colors. Sizes 32-38.

LADIES

SUITS
PANT
striped top, solid color slacks.

Bold
Sizes 7-14.

LADIES

Reg. '2.99

DRESSES

.2

Reg. '4.92

REDUCED
for
CLEARANCE!

$292
GIRL'S BE FREE

Nylon and acetate.
White or pastel. Sizes 4-12.

BIKINI PANTIES

Reg.
48'

Reg. '2.96
$

1 96

MEN'S CANVAS

PANTIES
Reg. 2/s1

•Permanent Press
•Short Sleeve

White, navy, green.

Reg. '2.88

•Solid & Prints

$ 1 99

GIRL'S TREASURE CHEST Reg.
'1.88

PURSE

1
/
3Off

* CAR CARE NEEDS *

Complete Line of

QUAKER STATE

CHAMPION
SPARK PLUGS

'Utktf‘ 1Akif(
STATE ,rATE
J1

TOOL BOX

Fits most

Super Blend

Lift Out Tray

standard cars

Reg. 47'

$344

Reg.

Reg. 4.97

for$
1.57

CAR STEREO

SPEAKER KIT

CAR WASH
BRUSH

4" Matching
speakers,
hang-up type.

Fits on hose.

Reg. $5,97 1118
$322

Long Handle.

Reg.
1.27

OIL FILTER
CAR
WRENCH or OIL
CAN SPOUT WASTE BASKET
YOUR CHOICE

Regular 68'

Asstd. Colors- Plastic

2 tab$1
for

88

Ar

METAL

OIL FILTER

MOTOR OIL

Pr. $

BOY'S SHIRTS

DECK SHOES

100% Nylon Satinette.
White & pastel.
Sizes 4-14.

3

LADIES
100% Sheer Nylon. Asstd. colors,
ribbon Trimmed.

Girl's

Peasant Blouse

f"

TURTLE
12 oz

Compare
at $1.27

66;

$ 1 17
2 GALLON

LARGE SIZE

GAS CAN

- CHAMOIS
FocArying-cars,
boats, Windows.

fPout

Reg. '2.37

$ 1 88
WINDSHIELD
WASHER SOLVENT
Gallon Size

Reg. '1.47

87;

ASSORTED
TUNE-UP
KITS
FOR YOUR CAR
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NEW YORK IUPII Avoiding cardiac trouble
figures in the formula for
longevity. Heart and circulatory silments..lead to fatal
attacks and crippling strokes.
There are some things a
person can do to give himself•
push on the road toward long
life. Dr. Irving S. Wright,
president of the American
Geriatrics Society and past
president of the American
Heart Association, in an interview talked of some of the

things that might help a person
reach for longevity.

11

-"Proper treatment of
hypertension." High blood
pressure damages the blood
pipelines and can lead to a
stroke. You don't know you
have high blood pressure
unless you get•physical exam.
It can't be brought under
control without a doctor's
guidance.
-"Reduction of obesity."
Extra weight puts an ad-

ditional burden on the body's
vital systems - from cardiovascular, to musculo-skeletal.
Persons who are overweight
also aren't as energetic as they
could be if they normalized
their weight. Obesity also leads
to damage to the psyche. Fat
persons know they don't look
their best. Fatness can tend to
lead to depression.
-"Elimination of tobacco."
Many studies comparing
smokers and non-smokers
come to the same conclusion:

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
those who use tobacco aren't
as well, as • rule, as the nonsmokers.
-"Correct control of
diabetes." Two million
Americans have diabetes and
don't know it. Here, again, is
where an adequate annual
physical can help one to learn
about hidden problems and
engage in control measures.
Many among those aging learn
for the first time that they have
diabetes when their vision
starts going out. Doctors
agonize over that because with
proper control of diabetes, the
blindnesses connected with the
TV -STEREO -TAPE
disorder needn't happen.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
C14.
CH. 4

CH.-3

wsit

WSM

6:30 Bewitched
7:00 Sports
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Dick-Cavett
_.
_

6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Laugh-in
0:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

5
4:30 Wanted:
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 LuCy
4:30 Doris Day
9:00 Sonny-Cher
10:00 News
18:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH.•
WPSD
6:30 Gr.-Acres
7:00 Laugh in
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 8
WSIX
6:30 Cirsus
7 :00 Special
8:00 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
1 1:00 News
11:30 Dick-caven

CH. 12
KFVS

6 I30
7:00
810
:
8:30

Dr. Locke
Gunsmoke
Lucy
Doris-Day
S°NnenwYs-Cher
9
10
1:00
4
10:30 Movie

6:00 RaiphEmerv95:
45
7:00 Today
6:00 Journal
News 9:00 Dinah's
6:30 N'Villir
AM
9:30Concentration 7:55 Kitc.
Korn.
10:00Sille•Century COO Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
1:00 Tell-Truth
9:30 T or C
11:00Jeopardy
11:30 Who-Where 10:00 Fam. Affair
11:SS News
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 Noon Show 11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 Another
12:25 News
World
12:30 World Turns
2:30 Bright
1:00 Love Is
Promise1:30 Guiding Light
3:00 Bugs Bunny 2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edna of Night
3:15 Movie
3:25 Weather
3:ee Gamer
Pyle
3:30 News
3:30 Gilligan
6:00 News
4:00 Movie
6:343 Campbell
6:30 Mayberry
7:30 Hawaii-S-0
7:00 Baseball
8:30 Cannon
10:00 News
9:30 Woods-N
10:30 Tonight
Waters
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

6:00 Sunrise
7:00 Today
:30 Bozo
Break. snow
9:00 Dinah
Romper-Rm. 6:30
7,00 News
8:
1:30 Concent.
9:30 ovie
8:00 Kangaroo
10:00 Sale Cen. 10:30 Bewitched
9:08 Lucy
10:3° Squares
":°° Password
9:30 My 3 Sons
11:00 Jeopardy
11:00 Bewitched
10:00 Fam. Affair
11:30 Who-Where 11:30 Flipper
10:30 I-Life
-Life
11:55 News
12:00 My Child
12:00 Child-Me 12:30 Make-Deal 11:00 Where Heart
11:25
News
Too
1:00 Newilfvfolis
11:30 Search
12:30 News
1:30 Dating
12:00 Farm
Pic12:45PastorSpeak 2:00 Gen. Hosit•
12:0S News
1:00 Our Lives
2:30 One Life
12:30
World
Turns
1:30 Doctors
3:00 Password
1:00 Love - Many
2:00
Anon/ World 3:30 Love Am.
1:30 Guiding Light
2:30 Peyton PI.
4:00 Jeannie
2:00
Secret Storm
3:00 Sorherset
1:30 Green Acres 2.30
Night
Edge
3:30 Calendar
5:00 News
3:00 Gamer
Pyle
3:35 Popeye
Grit.
.
6:00 Andy
3.30
Jeff's
Collie
4:00 Gilligan
6:30 Mod-Squad
4 : 00 a f 9
4:30 Dan 010041C 7:30 Movie
500 Hazel
5:30 News
9:00 Welby-M.D. 5:30 News
6:30 Ponderosa
10:00 Chaparral 6:00 News
7:30 PlayhOUSe
11:00 News
6:30 Campbell
Playhouse
11:30 Cave!
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
0:30 Nichols
8:30 Cannon
1:30 Dragnet
9:30 Campaign-'n
1000 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Movie
i

CM. 29
WDXR
7:00 Place
7:30 Theatre-29
9:30 Creature.
Feature
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre
1 0:30 AfterMidnight

11:00 Don-Young

it: is Headlines

11:30 Answer
11:45 Sewing
11:55 Toni-Holt
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3-Match
1:00 Movie-Game
1:30 Movie
3:30 Fury
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Superman
5:30 Movie
7:00 Carnival
7:30 Theatre-29
9:30 CreatureFeature
10:00
News
1030 BedroomTheatre
10:30 After Midnight

RA5 MOM
Aki55E1,
ME'

* Fast * Efficient

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOI

* Guaranteed

DISCOUNT SEWING and
STEREO CENTER

Hazel, Ky.

Phone 492-8812

ALLSTATE INSURANCE
Comisitif Tee TOM Simpkins- at'
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five Murray Sears Store on Wedrooms and batkcentral heat and nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247M23C
air, carpet throughout, extra' 7281large master bedroom,. range.
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
NEW TWO bedroom brick
apartment, dishwasher, disposal,
range, washer and dryer hook up.
All carpeted. Central heat and
air, large lot with garden spot.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-7550
after 500 p.m.
1122C
NICELY FURNISHED apartment,adjoining the University on
Chestnut. Living and dining area,
built-in kitchen, two closets,
bathroom and bedroom. Wall to
wall carpeting, air conditioned.
Phone 753-8648.
1423C
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment, air conditioned,
private entrance. Available June
I. Phone 753-2863 after-5:30
p.m.
TFC

Miss Your Paper
Phorm.

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
Or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

FIVE BEDROOM house, fur ELECTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
nished, for college boys or large v
family. Phone 753-3146.
M23C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington,Kentucky.
TFC

BLONDIE
BLONDE,
T1.4 S MAGICI AW.1
00-1 TELEVISION
IS Assnzie4G

AGE ELEVE

EXPERT
PLAYER
REPAIR SERVICE

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday

8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
10:30 Bewitched
11.00 Password
11:10 Split-Second
is,00 My Child.
Make-Deal
12:30 M
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Doti*,
2:00 G4141.$059.
2:30 Oita Lite
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:011 Cloth Car.
:00 MINK
6:30 Mod-Squad
7:30 Movie
9:80 weiby-MO.
10:00 News
10:30 OregonPrimary
1:00 Dick-Cavett

MONDAY-MAY 22, 1972

HE SHOULD'VE
SEEN.' YOU
AT DiNNEA
t TONIGHT

PRIVATE TWO-BEDROOM all
electric mobile home. Large lot
$70.00 per month. Also smaller
trailer $45.00 per month. One
bedroom trailer for sale $675.00.
Phone 489-2595,
M22C
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
tarnished apartment, air conditioned, 11 block from campus.
Available Row. Phone 753-4478 or
753-9135.
TFC
NINE ROOM house four blocks
from University campus. Some
furniture. Gas heat. Air conditioner. Big yard and garage.
Available now. Phone 7534602.
MSC

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
/1E 5U66E61111
YOU Go oti.f
A DST

We are no longer
associated in any way
with the Japan
International Karate
Center and will not be
'espial* for any
debts of this firm on
and after this date,
May 22.
Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford James

Route Boy
Applications
Are Now Being Accepted
at the

LEDGER & TIMES
See . . . John Pasco, Circulation Mgr.

WANTED R.N. and L.P.N., 3-11
grid 11-7 shift. Salary and fringe
CHESTNUT
THUN- benefits. excellent. Contact
1962
DERBIRD, 67,000 miles. Very Director of Nursing Mayfield
clean. Phone 767-4880 afte4 10: Hospital, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
'Telephone 502-247-5320.
Nem
P.m.
LARGE EASTERN manufacturing company has opening for
two ladies, earning to $75.00 week
WANT TO RENT or Lease three part time, $200.00 week full time.
unfurnished house, For interview write Box 151,
bedroom
central air, large yard or near Murray, Kentucky giving
playground. Phone collect 1-667- telephone number.
1422C
M23C
2008.
WANTED TO RENT

TRAILER, 50'x12', shady lot,
concrete patio, 2'2 miles west of
Murray. Phone 753-1353.
MVP .WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed
floor covering and carpets.
TWO BEDROOM. furnished or Hughes Paint Store.
May 29C
Montgomery Ward
unfurnished apartment. Central
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only
air and wall to wall carpet. Good -OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in
10 percent off all Returned
location. Phone 753-4331.
M30C 2 gallon containers, $12.00.
Goods
Hughes Paint Store.
May29C
Open till 7:00 P.M.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex FOUR
BEDROOM house in They
apartment, central heat and air, country,
available for the
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
wail to wall carpet, $125.00 per summer.
Completely forni,„_4.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
month.Phone 753-7724. June 2C phone 753483.7.
M23C
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
Apt., Unfurnished, 2 bedroom,
living room, kitchen, utility, FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
bath. Carpeted, air-conditioned, living room, kitchen, bathroom,
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, with shower and bath. One or two
garbage disposal. Across from bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartWestview Nursing Home on S. ments, South 16th Street. Phone
7534609.- M26C
16th St. Ph. 753-4974 or 7533865.
M22C
NEATLY FURNISHED apartOpens 7 a.m.
EFFICIENCY ROOM with ment, carpeted and air conprivate entrance and parking. ditioned. May be seen at Kelly's
12th & Poplar Street
Within walking distance of Pest Control, located 100 South
campus. Call 753-1387
M23C
M24C 13th Street.

STARKS
HARDWARE

NANCY
WHAT IS YOUR
DAD GIVING
YOUR INQTHER
FOR
ER

HE'S GIVING, HER
A NEW COTTAGE
BY THE LAKE

HE HAD IT
GIFT
WRAPPED

BIRTHDAY

FURNISHED ONE bedroom
:ipartmont, air conditioned,
located next to White Hall, adpining MSU campus. Part of
utilities furbished. $85100 - per
month Couples only. No pets. Call
753-3805.
TFC
TRAILERS; we have some toi
sale also. See Brandon Dill after
4:00 p.m. and all weekend al
Dill's Trailer Court at Murray
Drive In Theater Entrance. TR

UL' ABNER
AH
C.-30,'4NA
1,10'1 /
11
,

MAH
RIOHTSP!

Wanted. An
aggressive
individual for a sales position
in Murray. No Travel, Salary
plus Commission. Bonus
Program.
Apply to Mel Newdigger,
Monday and Tuesday, May 22
& 23, at the Holiday Inn.
SALES GIRLS wanted to sell
tapes and stereo equipment.
Experience helpful, but not
necessary. Apply at Tape Hut,
South 12th Street, phone 7539747.
M23C

WE NE.ED- one barn -working
sales consultant. Expected income - $12,000-$15,000 per year.
Qualifications: married, some
sales experience, honest.
dependable and a desiro to get
ahead. Phone Paducah. 443-4594
for appointment.
M22C
APARTMENT, FURNISHED, KELLY'S TERMITE And PestControl, phone 753-3914. 100 South
couples only, no pets. Air con13th Street. "Every day vou
ditioned, utilities paid. Two
('OUR FOH afternoon shift,
delay lets bogs have_their
blocks from campus. Phone 753- ,
prefer lad) %%1th both dinner and
TEC
5013 or see at 221 South 15th- M23C wa
'
....
short order experience Steady
..... vkork Cohod l‘orkIng conditions.
FURNISHED FOUR room up- ;
IP MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS I
phonc calls. Apply In person
stairs apartment. Carpeted, all i
307 N. 4th 753-6091
I': liittii House SmorgasIxall.
RADIO, TELEVISION,
electric, air conditioned. Newly V
/
TFC
STEREO,CAR RADIO
1
decorated, available now. No i
SALEs&SERVICE
pets. Phone 753-9903 for ap- 1.egair on small Appliance
s1
pointment.
MIX
.
AUTOS FOR SALE
e.s.•••••••11.11. 41111MI. ••••••• .11Mr. Ai

1
fr2o4m
. sm
mi3le
us4e3,5-8535
NICE BRICK hn
oe
SPRING PAINT1NG-We have
NICE APARTMENTS: one Murra • all modern
con;
Latex wall paint from $2.95 per
bedroorrr fiiinished apartment
gallon up. Hughes Paint
and two bedroom uRfurnished
May 29C
apartnlEnt. Phope 753-5079. M22C HOUSF: WITH basement. Also Store.
modern mobile home. in
reasonable. Phone 753-8333. M27P
NOTICE
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, couples only, no pets.
City of Murray business
gaN heat. $80.00 per month. Also
privilege and vehicle
nice all electric mobile home, no.
licenses (city stickers rare
leis. Couples only, $75.00 per
due. A 10 percent penalty
month. Available June 1st. Phone
will be added June 1, 1972.
75:1-120:i.
MVO
The City Clerk's office will
be open each Saturday
F.XTRA NICE' trailer, air conuntil noon through the
carpeted,
TV.
color
ditioned.
month of May.
l'oriple preferred. Phone 753-7358
'WC
ter 4'.00 p.m.

Wile
ION the

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

19113 VoLKSWAGEN. GOOD
.ondition. Priced to sell. 1600
'ill1101.1.' Phone 753-2377. M22C
1961 VOLKSWAGEN. $175.00.
Phone 753-7841.
M23P
-

-

1912 GRAND PRIX, local car,
less than two months old. Fully
loaded. List price $5865.00. Will
sell for $4550.00 Phone 153-7808 or
753-1115.
M23C
191;4;
II, 2 door, Ii cylindie Good condition. Good Price.
call 753-9772 after 5:30 p.m. M24

7 H.P.
$135.00.
seen at 1

Thotie
FOUR 1
Tiger Pa
with chr
5493afte
FOUR
be mad
and bo
Two s
drawer
with 3.
excelle
7897.

EARL
suite.
two e
hide-a
Phone
AKC
Berne
Cham
qualit
Bruce
3705.

L72
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753
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FOR SALE

0440000 •••••••••

000000000 0041000000 ••••••••••.••••••••••Q••••• 0,

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TRAINED BEAGLE hounds.
Phone Noble Dunaway, Sedalia,
Kentucky 328-8447.
M22P

Special Prices

SAFT BHT

THE
PRE5IDENTIAL

ALUMINUM
PLATES
23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow
and for many other
uses such as
'building out
mice or rats.

DEAN TIRES
* Fiberglass Beltect.* Polyester
* Nylons

1971 HONDA 350 many custom
parts. $700.00. Or will trade for
good used pickup Jeep or van, of
equivalent price. Phone 75355
,5.
M27C'ji

1972-350 HONDA, excellent
condition. Phone 436-5608. M22C

on

FOR SALE OR TRADE

Another View

PRIMARIES

SERVICES OFFERED

172

INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain- ;
ting; any size job. All work ;
guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve k
Todd,753-8495.
TEC!

I

25' each

TIRES

FURNITURE REFINISHING,
all work guaranteed. Free pick
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
June 1C

4
,761

0 197? by (.1M991 festum 9,991.409 lac

5•12

'tuaing.zepaie-rebuil1ing..9
Prompt expert service. 15 years
experience. Ben W. Dyer,
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 2478072.
June21C

'SO WHAT! YOU SAW`GONE WITH 'THE
WIND'OVER AND OVER,T00."

HOME REPAIRS. Dripping
faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged
FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE sink or drain? Phone John the s
4,Mr Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 I
12x60' MOBILE HOME With air ONE OF the
nicest homes in a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or _753-7625
conditioner, good condition, one Murray.
May31C
103 N. 4th St
Completely landscaped, nights.
owner. Reduced. Phone 7533 bedrooms, 2 baths, den, formal
4148.
M24C living and dining room.
Murray, Ky.
Special
features - swimming pool, JOHN THE Mr. Fix-II-Man.
Borne Repairs-electricird, car17/2' GLASTRON Tr -Hull boat terraced
patio, unlimited
JOHN DEERE mower, 7' blade, with 125 H.P. Evinrude. Boat,
pentry, roofing, painting, door
storage,
expanding
sub-divisio
n.
Ms Ford tractor. Phone 489screens and plumbing. Call John
mOtor, trailer and accessories. Being transferred.
$31,500. Phone
11422P Re)3ficed. Phone 753-4148. M24C
=42.
the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
753-9556.
M27C a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
or 753-7625
1972 YAMAHA, 125 Enduro, like NEW
May32C
PLYMOUTfI garden BY OWNER; three bedroom - nights.
M25C
new.Phone 436-5552.
tillers,51I-P. Brian.and Stratton Mine, completely'remodeled.
engine with fonvird and reverse Utility room, hook-up for washer FOR ALL your Mime additions,
21 WEANING pigs, $15.00 each. 5139.95 Roby
Sales, Highway 68, and dryer. Close to downtown. alterations, remodeling, etc ,
M22P
Phone 7534579.
Benton, Kentucky, phone 127- Less than $10,000. Phone 753-3163 Free Estimates.Phone 753X368.
TFC after 5:00p.m.
TFC
M22C 6123.

Call at

Ledger & Times

1

OVER 3,000 IN STOCK!
Check Our Fantastic Low Prices
For Safety's Sake,
let us replace your worn out tires with new
ones before that Vacation Trip!

L.P.N., 3-11
and fringe
Contact
Mayfield
Ky. 42066
M27C'

When You Buy Tires

GO with
ALLSTATE!
Call 753-2310
for SEARS extra-low

manufacopening for
$75.00 week
k full time.
te Box 151,
ky giving
M22C

Cain Guff
Corner of 6th & Main

N I TY
ag gr essiv e
les position
vel, Salary
n Bonus

anted to sell
equipment.
ful, but not
at Tape Hut,
hone 753M23C

GEN. GOOD
to sell. 1600
753-2377. M22C
GEN, $175.00.
M23P
11X, local car,
onths old. Fully
$5865.00. Will
'hone 753-7606 or
M 2.3C

, 2 door, 6 cylinIlion. Good Price.
.!r 5:30pm. M24.

Catalog Sales Office
Southside Shopping Center.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2310

Phone 753-5862

REDUCE'SAFE & fast with
GoBese Tablets & &Yap -water'
pills". Holland Drug Store, 109
South 4th:
11124P
BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill
the first time you use Blue Lustre
to clean rugs. Rent- electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
hopping Center.
1427C

=VICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
Eat Your Home

Spiders
01 11111
Roaches*
Carry Germs

1

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR 'FREE

INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

CON RADS

STRAWBERRIES

PIANOS and ORGANS

25' qt

•

-

NICE THREE bedroom brick. CUSTOM HAY baling. Phone 753Junel7NC
62500.00 equity and assume loan, 8090.
less than 10 years to pay. Phone
4924264.
TFC WANTED LAWNS to mow.
Phone 753-3376.
Mr/NC
CABIN ON two lots on Lakeway
BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh
Shores. Good location. Phone 753- WILL DO .baby-sitting in my
hearing aid batteries for all make
ITC
7993.
M22c
home.Phone 753-6539.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M24C

MOTORCYCLES-1970 650
Triumph and 1971 650 Triumph, CLEAN CARPETS the save
and safe way with Blue Lustre.
1970 350 Bridgestone, 435-4895
7 H.P. RIDING lawn mower,
ENNIS
SS
Res.aurant
&
XB
M22P Rent electric shampooer $1.
after 3:30 p.m.
$135.00. Good condition. Can be
Begley Drug Store, Central
$10.00
cost,
checks,
at
sold
,
guest
seen at 1625 College Farm Road.
Shopping Center.
IV127C
•••••••••••••
case
Sold
case_(
in
••••••
per
100
books).
-Phone 753-6846.
M230_____
• Tasted our Home-Made Ice
lots only.lAger & ruYies Office
•
-- - - ONE USED RCA black and white
• Creani-Lately? Inside or on
FOUR 15" Uniroyal white letter Supply,103 North 4th Street.
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24
• Our Curb, Cone or Dish
TFNC
Limited
etevision, $25'.00- One--used
.
amount
in
varying
styles.
Tiger Paw tires on 4 Rocket rims
day the year round..-11inter and &lime.
t Motorola television. black and
•
$.30
$.29
&
with chrome lug bolts. Phone 753Special
from
Kimball
purchase
;white
to
:
us
allows
factory
with a newpoture tube,
0 For a Quick Lunch try a •
I
NN
All&
5493 after 6:00 p.m.
•
M23P
delicious 5.18 hamburger, a .
•$60.00.
Leach's MUM(' and TV,
*
•••••••••••••••••••••
_
order of F.F. & a 5.15 se
• 5.19
"EVERY DAY YOU DWI;
1
53-7575.
new
sell
pianos,
M24C
Regular
or
Out
Take
1,000
Curb,
Coke.
and
up
•
s
FOUR POSTER maple bed,(can •
Dining Room.
SINGER SEWING
BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
LETS
machine,
,
be made into a canopy, mattress •
portable with case, straight BRAND NEW 1970-20 volume set
,
TRIANGLE INN
Your Choice
and box springs not included. •
,
•
stitch, button hole attachment. of The American Peoples EnTwo solid maple chest of
$50.00. Phone 753-6502.
M22C cyclopedia with a subscription
lot'
acre
one
drawers,one with 5 drawers, one GROCERY ON
for,10 years for yearbooks. Color
with 3. Used only four months. In Reasonable if sold at once. 3
SPINET CONSOLE piano. pictures. Will sell cheaply. Phone
100 S. 13th Street
excellent condition. Phone 753-,miles South of Murray on HighMurray, Ky.
Wanted responsible party to take' 753-1738.
MVP
M31C
Phone 753-7663.
7897.
M23P way
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
Can be seen locally. Write Credit STRAWBERRIES BLAKEHome Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Manager, P.O. Box 276, MORE and a Tennessee Beauty.
EARLY AMERICAN living room
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
Shelbyville,Indiana 46176... MAP Pick your own. 25 cents quart.
suite. Sofa, chair, coffee table,
v Member Chamber of Commerce
'Two
miles
North
of
Murray
on old
Pick Your Own
two end tables. Also naugahyde
641.
Phone
N.P.
Paschall
753Broadway,
623
Paducah
hide-a-bed, excellent -condition.
Phone 443-6453
/5166.
M24C BULLDOZER WORK, trueliing, AUTOMOTIVE
cOnAIR
Phone 753-3726.
MMC
Bring Your Containers
also bank gravel, fill dirt and chtioning, rebuilt compressors,
Will Take Orders...$.50 qt.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400
AKC REGISTERED Saint
ESTATE . FOR ;AIX
4544136...or .354-8161 after 6:00 North 4th Street. Phone 7534976
Bernard' puppies, 8 weeks old
2 miles S. of Sedalia or 4
BEAUTIFUL PURE bred
May222 •
or 4764748:
Champion bloodlines, show
.ENJOY YEAR round comfort_in pi*
miles N. of Lynnville
North of
Siamese kittens. Reasonable 641 PET SHOP,7 Miles
three
modern
completely
quality. Ted _H. Presson, 11
this
puppies,
price. Phone Kathy Chrbitepher, Murray, Irish Setter
Phone 328-8543
Bruceton,Tenn.,901-586bedroom brick home in one of
Cocker Spaniel Puppies. Toy
753Blvd.,.
Jobn.lon
1504
3705.
Murray's fastest growing subM231'
Jesse Jones
supplies,
,5355.
PA= Poodles, fish and
Features central heat
divisions.
pampsters and birds. Special or/
and air, two full baths, large
HOUSE ON Johnny. Robinson Neons, 341.00. Phone 753-1862 or
kitchen with eating area, den,
June8C
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
SALE
Road, to be moved. Phone 753- 7534457.
living and dining room,
formal
3922.
USED EQUIPMENT WAREHOUSE SALE
M23P
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
At Your
fully carpeted, dishwasher and
At West End New General
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
disposal. Outside storage and
Local Catalog
GARAGE SALE, day bed, baby
Services Bldg, Chestnut St.
electric garage door. IAIW Ws.
FOR SALE
Sales Office
Bandarra
George
- Phone 753-6508
bed, baby accessories, chifPhone 753-8743.
May 25, 1972 1 PM to 4 PM
ferobe, tricycles, stove, rugs,
Link
Chain
•
CHEVROLET
1967
Jackie Jones - Phone 753-1415
Priced to Sell
chairs, table, clothing. 1814
• Basketweave
Two door hardtop
BY OWNER, 810 Guthrie Drive.
•
Board
Sherri Lane. Phone 753-7632 or
Coupe. Factory air. Poo
(Can Order Joists & Deck)
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Pianos, complete bunk beds,
M23C
Tuesday.
tires. Real Sharp.
Easy Payment Plan
family roMitk utility room. cardesks, tables, cabinets, chairs,
port and patio, central air and
bookcases, typewriters, etc.
11095.00
511 Prices Catalog Sale Prices
Have you tasted our french
heat. carpeted. Phone 753fried potatoes made fresh
Satisfaction Guaranteed
%58,
from
number
1
Idaho
1970 350 HONDA
TERMS:Cash-Sold where is, as-is. Must
or Your Money Back
Potatoes on our French Fry
be removed by 4:30 PM May 25,
Machine at the Triangle. On
IW OWNER: Three bedroom
Motorbike
the Curb S 19
1972.
brick on well landscaped lot, 1617
3,000 actual miles,
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
TRIANGLE INN
Kirkwood. Large living-dining
owner. Real sharp,
Phone Mr. Jimmy Graham
room.
Spacious
kitchen
with
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
SEARS, ROEIL/61 AND. co.
No. 762-2538
built-in oven,. range and dishNEW AN D used lawn mowers
495.00
Southside Shopping Center
NASHVILLE,
TENN. Ph. 256-5847
washer. Carpeted throughout.
and tillers, for sale. All
Phone.7534734 between
Murray, Ky.
Tor Further Information
Utilit
carport.
and
Phone
753guaranteed. Knight's Shop. 753ST. LOUIS, MO.
Ph. 436-5332
8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m
Phone 753-2.110
¶t31.
M25('
4035.
TFC
'

$74500
Other Kimball Pianos and
Organs from '144.00

har-O-workirwr_
Expected in5,000 per year.
arried, some
ce, honest,
desire to get
ducah. 443-4594 •
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ARTISTS CONSOLE PIANO

Newdigger,
day, May 22
y Inn.

ernoon shift,
ith dinner and
hence. Steady
ing- conditions:poly in person
torgasbord. •
TFC

catalog price.

14' FIBERGLASS bass boat, one
year old with 40 H.P. Johnson and
trailer. All in excellent condition.
Phone 753-4016 after 5:30p.m.
M27C
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To Pay More

Is Sheer Extravagance!!

START

Your Own Good__
Neighbor
Policy With
SEARS

FENCING
on

STEEL ERECTION

Bar Joists, Deckings, Structural, etc.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

Sears
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Kentucky Roundup
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)-,Th Kentucky Jaycees elected Don
Chasteen of Somerset to be their president for the next two years
at a meeting here Saturday.
Also elected were Dan Riffe of Inez, external vice president;
Dewey Glasscock of Bowling Green, internal vice president, and
Wake Sexton of Kuttawa, international director.
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky.(API—A group of war protesters marched from a park near Clarksville, Tenn.,to the main gate of this
Army post Saturday while an Armed Forces Day observance was
being held inside.
Paul Neblett. sheriff of Montgomery County, Tenn., where the
march began and ended,said he counted 96 marchers. They were
joined by 20 to 30 others for a rally in the park, he said.
LOUISVILLE ,Ky. AP i—Sow singer James Brown, here for a
performance Friday night, said that he will quit giving concerts
next year to "do something for the country."
•Trn going to spend time with the kids coming up," he said.
However, he did not rule out cutting records and said he will
proceed with a documentary film of his life.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—The conference of the Kentucky Bar
Association here Wednesday through Friday will conclude with
an address by Sen. Edward M.Kennedy, D—Mass.,to the closing
banquet.
The meeting will also include a full-day symposium on Medical
malpractice litigation and a conference on Kentucky's recentlyrevised Penal Code sponsored by-ifide Ally.Gen.
Hancock-

World News Briefs
SAIGON(AP)—South Vietnamese forces backed by U.S. planes
and warships badly mauled a North Vietnamese regiment and
wiped out 20 of its tanks in driving back two assaults on the
northern front above Hue, field reports said today. The allied
forces claimed nearly 400 enemy troops were killed.
The U.S. Command announced that an F4 Phantom was shot
down near the North Vietnamese coastal city of Dong Hoi, 45
miles above the demilitarized zone, Sunday night, and a second
Phantom was downed during raids this morning above Hue. All
four crewmen were rescued.
WASHINGTON, ( AP—Workers came to their jobs at the
Pentagon today and found notrace of the previously announced
blockade which antiwar demonstrators had threatened to
establish at the giant Defense Department headquarters.
By the time most workers arrived there was only a small group
of about 100 who appeared inclined to demonstrate but in fact
were only sitting on the sidewalk across from one entrance,
hoping for others to arrive.
The entrance, however, was protected by special federal
building guards who checked the passes held by visitors and
newsmen before admitting them, and a team of observers could
be seen on the roof of the Pentagon.
Demonstrators had said they would block traffic into the
building today.
The march on the Pentagon was to be the second phase of a
weekend of antiwar activity in the capital.
VATICAN CITY(AP)—A man who told police "I am God,I am
Michelangelo" disfigured the Florentine sculptor's statue of the
Pieta in St. Peter's Basilica with a sledge hammer Sunday, but
the Vatican's chief engineer said he believed most of the damage
could be repaired.
BELFAST, Northern Ireland ( API—A big bomb blasted an.
industrial distirct in north Belfast today, injuring at least 40 persons, the army said. A spokesman said it appeared to be an attempt by the Irish Republican Army" to cause the maximum
casualties in a Protestant area."

People In The News
MADRID ( API—Gen. Francisco Frdnco has made his first
public appearance since having a tooth pulled May 12, reviewing
an annual military parade marking the 33rd anniversary of his
victory in the Spanish civil war.
Dressed in the uniform of a captain general,the nation's highest
military rank,Franco averaged a salute every 30 seconds Sunday
as top units the armed forces and national police paraded by for
75 minutes..
FULTON, Mo. (API—The grandson of the late Sir Winston
Churchill of Britain says the Soviet Union is the mutual adversary
of both the free Western World and Red China.
"At a time when the U.S. is bent on reducing the burden of
alliance and protection. , the Soviet Union shows itself to take
them up by establishing colonial-type treaties with Egypt, India
and Ind°. This is in marked contrast to the "stands-on-your-ownfeet" doctrine of President Nixon and Chairman Mao Tse-tung
and it inevitably presents a grave threat to the independence of
the developing nations of the world," Winston Spencer Churchill
told commencement exercises at Fulton College Sunday.
"The U.S. is seen as yesterday's enemy by the Chinese.
The Chinese are deeply concerned at what they see as Soviet
expansionism, not only in Southeast Asia, but in the Indian subcontinent Indian Ocean. Persian Gulf, the Mediterrenean and
Middle East.
"It must be the aim of Western statesmapship to ensure that we
the West and China live together, if not in friendship, at least in
mutual forbearance."
TEHRAN tAP)--Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis
and his wife Jacqueline have arrived in Tehran for a week of
sightseeing that will include trips to Isfahan, Shiraz and the ruins
of Persopolis.

Proclamation

Nixon ...

Purchase Area Rites Held Sunday
Hog Market
For infant Son
Service Monday, May 22
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1769 Est. 600
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
higher Sows steady to 50 cents
higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.00-27,50
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 26.25-27.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.00-26.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.50-26.00
Solo)
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 21.25-22.25
US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 20.50-21.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 21.50-22.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 19.50-20.50
Boars 17.00-20.00

Graveside services for
Gregory Lynn Frizzell, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Friuell, were held at two p.m.
Sunday at Briensburg
Cemetery with Rev. John
Stringer officiating.
The infant was dead at birth
at 12:10 a.m. Sunday at Benton
Hospital here.
• Other survivors include a
sister, Miss Vickie Lynn
Frizzell of .Hardin, .Rt. 1; a
brother, Charles Dale Frizzell
of Hardin Rt. 1, and his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Pritchard of Hardin, and Mr.
anti Mrs. Joe Frizzell of Benton.

Murray Man Primaries ... Hugh Shipley
Dies Sunday
Dies After
At Hospital
Fall Friday

WHEREAS, citizens of this
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(Continued from Page II
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another favorable omen for
the airport to greet the Presiand
Breckinridge.
Mrs.
Dellon
(Lucille)
WHEREAS, members of the dent. There were also some
Hugh Shipley of Hazel died
The Republicans are not to
Murray-Calloway Co. Board of Russians who had been brought Thornton of 629 Broad Street,
Danny W. Ray, age 27, of be dismissed lightly in the 6th, Sunday at ten a.m. at the
Murray,
died
in
her
there.
sleep
Realtors have been the main
Riviera Courts, Murray, died at which is less Democratic than Convalescent Division of the
There were no speeches be- sometime Sunday night. She 5:30 p.m.
instrumentality responsible for
Friday at the Com- formerly because of reappor- Murray-Calloway County
discovered
dead by family
this ownership of homes fore the Nixons left the airport was
munity Hospital, Erin, Tenn., tionment.
Hospital. He was 59 years of
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this
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through their efforts to match
after sustaining injuries in a fall
age and his death folloseed. an
Laban
Jackson
of
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morning,
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needs of owners with homes trip to the Kremlin in the city's
at the Tennessee Valley a converted Democrat and for- extended illness.
Churchill. coroner for Calloway
available, counsel both buyers historic center.
Authority Steam Plant at mer state official, seems to
Shipley worked for a produce
County.
and sellers, and guide them
On today's schedule was an
Cumberland City, Term.
company at Hazel for many
have
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edge
in
GOP
the
prithrough the various steps official dinner in the Kremlin
Ray was employed as a mary because cif support within years before his illness. He was
The Murray woman was 62
necessary to complete the where speeches by Nixon and
pipefitter at the TVA plant. He the organization.
born May 30, 1912, in Calloway
Brezhnev were expected to
purchase; and
and his family had moved to
County and was the son of the
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mrs. Thornton
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WHEREAS, Realtors in this sound a clear keynote for the yearsofa
is survived by Murray only two months ago. Jackson
is planning a vigorous late Martin Shipley and Mattie
area have joined with their nine-day visit.
her husband, Dellon Thornton of He was a graduate of Paducah campaign
with great depend- Clanton Shipley.
colleagues across the country in
Preliminary indications of the the Westview Nursing Home; Tilghman High School
The survivors include his
and was ence on President Nixon's coatthe broad Make America Better Soviet mood were provided by two daughters, Mrs. Harold a member of
wife, Mrs. Mary Marshall
Pipefitters Local tails in the fall.
Program of the National the rigidly censored media (Martha) Raymond of Car- 184 and the
Paducah Auxiliary
Hazel; two
of
Four special legislative elec- Shipley
Association of Real Estate which stressed the Kremlin's bondale, Ill., and Miss Mary Police Force.
tions will be held the same day daughters, Mrs. Max (Marilyn)
Boards,in an effort to help solve intention to promote peace and Ann Thornton,629 Broad Street,
Survivors include his wife, as the primary in preparation Weatherford of Murray and
the major problems of our cities cooperation with the world's Murray; three sons, James Ed Mrs. Beverly Herrold
Ray,and for a special session of the Gen- Mrs. RI- ( Patsy)
Mallard
biggest
'Thornton of Jonesville, La., one daughter, Miss Wanda Lee
and towns, and make home
capitalist country.
eral Assembly which begins of Ronstien, Germany; one son,
ownership a possibility for even
Rev. Joe Pat Thornton of Ray, Riviera Court, Murray; June
Billy Shipley of Hazel; one
8.
Hopkinsville, and Laymon mother,
mare Americans-,--and-Mrs. Lela Biooks Ray,
There also is a Court of Ap- sister, Mrs. Helen Wall of Hazel
Tnaenton;--two sisters, - Mrs. and-brothe
WHEREAS, the Realtors of
r,-David-Ray,.both-d— _peals.. _elect)on in an Eastern Route Two; one brother, Cletus
our community continue to
Fleruioy(Lois)Outland of Hazel Paducah.
Shipref—Orliturray;• two
Kentucky district.
(Cautioned freasPage I)
contribute freely of their
Route One a0 Mrs. Ray
Funeral services are being
Polls will be open from 6, nephews, Dan Shipley of
truck,
driven
by
Hilton
Lee
professional skills in the sucI Frankie Nell) Starks of Alrno; held today at one p.m. at the a.m. to 6 p.m. local
times. •' Murray Route Five and Rev.
cessful work of civic and Hale, Coldwater Road.
three brothers, Otis Falwell of Woodlawn
Cumberland
Hal Shipley of Sacramento;
Police reports said the Boyd Murray Route Four,
fraternal clubs, government
L.B. Presbyterian Church, Paducah,
four grandchildren.,,
car
was
going
east
Sycamore
on
commissions and agencies, and
Falwell of Murray Route Two, where he was a member, with
Funeral services will be held
was and John R. Falwell of Murray Rev.
educational institutions of and the Hale vehicle
Paul Belt and Rev. Alonzo
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Murray and Calloway Co.; and traveling west on Sycamore, Route Seven; five grand- Williams officiating.
chapel of the Miller Funeral
WHEREAS, the Code of preparing to turn right onto 12th children.
Active pallbearers
are
Police in Brighton, England, Home with Bro. Bill Johnson
F.:thics to which Realtors are when the collision occurred.
Funeral arrangements are members of the Paducah Police have told Denis Chester, a so- and Bro. Hal Shipley officiating.
Damage to the Boyd car was
pledged places them in the
honorary licitor who has an artificial leg,
and
incomplete. The Max Churchill Auxiliary
limited
to
the
left
front
door.
forefront of the responsible
pallbearers are members of that he doesn't have to pay
Active pallbearers will be
Funeral
Home
will
have
charge
The
Hale
10
vehicle was damaged
organizations in this country
Pipefitters Local 184. Burial parking meter fines because Dan Shipley, Eunice Williams,
of the arrangements.
and Realtor Week is designed to on the left back side, according
will be in the Woodlawn the highways committee is con- Tommy Marshall, Bobby
acquaint the public with these to police reports.
Memorial Gardens, McCracken sidering parking facilities for Marshall, Pat Thompson,. and
At
10:00
a.m. Saturday a 1964
high standards of professional
County.
Cleo
Bucy.
disabled drivers.
Honorary
service provided by Realtors; two-door hardtop, driven by
Chesters refused to pay as a pallbearers will be Eric
Rebecca
B.
Kesterson,
Denver,
NOW, THEREFORE, 1,
pretest against inadequate Williams,
Dewey Williams,
Robert 0. Miller, 3UDGE of Colorado, and a 1970 pickup
TIRE TALK
parking facilities. He has re- Early
Brandon, Grover
truck,
driven
by
Olive
Marnin
The
cheapest
car
Calloway Co., Ky., do-hereby
ever made
Goodyear recently began ceived 52 parking tickets in the Charlton, Solon Shackelford,
proclaim May 21-27 to be Lowery, Dexter Route 1, were was the 1900 Rtvnniicker, made production of 1l -foot-high Last three years.
and Homer Marshall.
Realtor Week and urge my involved in an accident at the for children, but designed for tires, the largest in the world.
Interment will be in theZreen
In just one of these 7,000-poursi
fellow citizens to join with the intersection of 12th and road use. It sold for 8150.
ITALIAN INVASION
More recently King Midget tires, 580 miles of nylon cord is
Murray-Calloway Co. Board of Chestnut Streets.
On May 1, 1936, Emperor Plain Cemetery with the
Police reports said the Cars were sold in kit form for used in the plies — enough ny- Haile Selassie of Ethiopia
Realtors in its observance.
fled arrangements by the Miller
Kesterson
car was traveling self-assembly for as little as lon to manufacture 17,700 pairs his country in the face of an Funeral Home of Hazel where
IN WITNESS THEREOF, I
$100 as late as 1948.
of hose.
friends may call.
Italian takeover.
have hereunto set my hand and north on 12th and the Lowery
caused the seal of the city of vehicle was traveling south on
Murray to be fixed this 4th day 12th and turning left on
Chestnut when the collision
of May, 1972.
occurred.
Robert 0. Miller
Judge, Calloway County
Damage to the Kesterson
Kentucky
vehicle was to the right front
fender and bumper. Damage to
the Lowery vehicle was to the
right front fender, bumper and
side.
A 1964 convertible, driven by
Charles M. Ryan, 1403 GlenCecil L. Griffith, brother ot dale, and a 1967 four-door
Euclid and Finis Griffith of sedan, driven by Thelma Smith
Murray, died Saturday at his Mayfield, 1316 Poplar were
involved in an accident at the
home in Srnithville, Tenn.
The deceased was 70 years of intersection of Poplar and South
age and a
retired factory 9th, at 3:57 p.m. Saturday.
worker. Funeral services are according to police reports.
being held today at one p.m. at
Police records showed that
the Primitive Baptist Church.
Burial will be in the the Ryan car was traveling east
on Poplar and the Mayfield car
Palmersville Cemetery with the
REALTORS
arrangements by the Anderson was traveling north on South 9th
Au( Ac Igtf
when
the
two
cans
1.0•1
01
collided.
Funeral - Home of Drecdpn
CO.S1ITLI flT
Darnage-to
the
-Ryan caz
Term.
ammo%
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. to-the right rearvarter-pailit
Allenn Griffith of Smithville, and damage to the Mayfield car
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs. was to the front end, according
Joyce Cole of Warren, Mich.; to police reports.
No injuries were sustained in
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Joyce
Cantrell of Versailles; one any of the last four accidents,
stepson, Hugh Vanhoosier of according to police reports.
Warren, Mich.: six brothers, " Thirteen citations were also
Euclid and Finis Griffith. both issued by the City Police. Two
of Murray, Jewell and Lance persons were cited for no
Griffith of Detroit, Mich., Basil operator's license and improper
Griffith of Palmersville, Tenn., registration, one for public
and Dwight Griffith of drunk and illegal possession of
John Randolph Real Estate
Donald R. Tucker Real Estate
Lafayette, Ind.; two sisters, alcohol, two for illegal
Guy Spann Real Estate
Purdoni & Thurman Real Estate
Mrs. Hattie Danner of possession of alcohol, two for
Roberta Real Estate
Freeman Johnson Real Estate
Palrnersville, Tenn., and -Mrs. reckless driving, one for public
H. T. Waldrop Real Estate
Fulton
Young Real Estate
drunk,
two
for
speeding,
one for
Zola Harding of Puryear. Tenn.
Claude Miller Real Estate
Harding Galloway Real Estate
disregarding stop sign, and two
Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Strout Real Estate
for improper registration.
C.O. Bondurant Real Estate
(jelled Farm Agency
Town & Country Real Estate

Accidents .

10 parking fines
need not be paid

bold" was once
world's rut car

WE SALUTE

Cecil Griffith
Funeral Today

Our Local

REALTORS

They'll Find You A Home!
We'll Finance It!

Death Claims
Mrs. Duke At Mrs. Hull .
Nursing Home

(Continued from Page 1)

LONDON ( AP(—Actress Susan Hampshire, the wife of French
movie director Pierre Graniere, has lost an expected baby.
A spokesman for the 32-year-old Miss Hampshire said Sunday
she left queen Charlotte's Hospital Saturday, after a three-day
stay. She and Graniere have a 20-moth-old son.
Miss Hampshire played the role of Fluer in the television serial
"The Forsyte Saga."

Mrs. Thornton
Passes Away
During Night

MONDAY—MAY 22, 1972

Mrs. Nursie Duke was
claimed by death Saturday at
seven p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 95
years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Gully Hill United
Methodist Church in
Tennessee. She was the mother of
Lonnie Duke of Murray.
Mrs. Duke is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ernest (Verna
-Price of Covington; four sons,
Lonnie Duke of Murray, Cecil
and Calvin Duke, both of Nashville, Tenn., and Clyde Duke of
Hendersonville, Tenn.; one
stepson, Hoarace Duke of Nashville, Tenn.; fifteen grandchildren; five step grandchildren; several great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
Eastland Funeral Home, Nashville, Tenn., with Rev. Eugene.
Brown officiating_ Burial will be
in the Thyatria Cemetery at
Bradyville, Tenn.
The
Blalock'-Coleman
Funeral Hpme had charge of
local arrangements.

Mrs. Hull, who graduated
summa cum laude from Murray
State in 1969, is the former
Peggy Sthallt of Owensboro.
Trained as a history teacher,
she joined the staff of the Blue
Grass Association of Mental
Retardation that year as a
teacher of sub-trainable "day
care— class. At the present
time, she has an intermediate
level
trainable class of 12
students at Blue Grass School
and has been head teacher for
the past two years.
She will receive her master's
degree in special education
from the University of Kentucky this month. Her husband,
David, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oren Hull, Route 7, Murray,
received his law degree May 12
from U.K and is expected/
1
4;) soon
join a law firm jit Monticello,
Kentucky..

.FREE KITTENS
Four kittens,seven weeks old,
are free to persons for pets. Gall
753-4164 after five p.m.
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Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
7th & Main

Phone 753-7921
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